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First US FM Translator
Wow and Flutter Report
Cable Engineering Inside
We admit... we have created a generation gap!

When it comes to cardioid dynamic microphone developments AKG is purposely creating a generation gap.

Imitation is the sincerest form of flattery and while others attempted to equal the acoustical properties and duplicate the design appearance of the D-19 and D-24, AKG continued in setting the pace by developing a new family of transducers with superior performance characteristics. The D-19 and D-24 are the finest microphones in their class, as thousands of owners will attest. However, new techniques and materials made fundamental design changes possible. Gone is the complicated "plumbing" within the microphone requiring slots or holes along the microphone body, and these essentials are improved smoothness of response, uniformity of directional characteristics, front-to-back ratio at all frequencies and ruggedness.

The AKG D-124 and D-190 are the newest generation of cardioid dynamic microphones, designed for today's requirements.

For detailed information, see your authorized local AKG dealer or write to us.
We’ll fill your distribution needs

STANDING UP or lying down

Integral power supplies in Cohu Distribution Amplifiers mean flexibility and reliability. Each plug-in module has front panel test points, on/off switch, one input and four output channels. Modules can be mixed or matched in the same enclosure.

SDA’s amplify and distribute the 3.58 MHz subcarrier. Front panel contains fine and coarse phase adjustments and amplitude adjustment. Isolation between outputs is greater than 35 dB at 3.58 MHz.

PDA’s process and distribute horizontal drive, vertical drive, blanking or sync pulses. Front panel contains output level adjustment.

Isolation between outputs is greater than 40 dB to 1 MHz.

VDA’s amplify (optional sync adding) and distribute video signals. Input may be composite or non-composite, monochrome or color. Front panel contains video gain adjustment. Isolation between amplifiers is greater than 60 dB to 10 MHz.

Cohu’s distribution amplifiers give you system flexibility at a reasonable price. To learn more about them, contact Cohu’s TV Sales Department, Box 623, San Diego, CA. 92112. Telephone 714-277-6700 TWX 910-335-1244.

distribution amplifiers from

COHU ELECTRONICS, INC
SAN DIEGO DIVISION
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19 The FCC's New Technical Standards. BE's Rules Editor gives perspective and detail to the latest ruling on Cable TV. Howard T. Head.

26 A New Broadcast Service: The First FM Translator. Another BE exclusive article. The author explains the FM translator and Booster Rule and describes a unit he built to put the first system on the air. Robert A. Jones.

30 Redesigning For Low Studio Noise. A report on how a Canadian sound studio designed their facility with minimum noise as their main criteria. Dana P. Doiron.

32 Wow and Flutter In Disc Recordings. A design engineer gives maintenance tips and test procedures for turntables. Mahlon C. Stacy.

34 Telephone Interface Basics. Part 1 of a two-part series explaining how telephones can be patched into the station's system. Clint Tinsley.

40 Computer Assisted Engineering. A consulting engineer shows how engineers can solve complex questions quickly via a computer. Uses antenna pattern as example. Morris Courtright.
NEW! MODEL 1400-12 VIDEO SWITCHER
PROFESSIONAL PERFORMANCE IN A SMALLER FORMAT

FEATURES

- 8 inputs - composite (loop through)
- 4 buses - MIX A and B, EFF A and B
- True re-entry system - allows dissolves to wipes and inserts
- Complete color special effects system - 6 wipe patterns, internal keying, external keying, and matte
- Bordered wipe patterns
- 3 input mixer - allows split fades to black
- Vertical interval switching
- 2 program outputs
- 2 special effects outputs
- Meets NTSC color specifications
- Compact - Control panel 10-1/2" x 19" (rack mount), electronics 8-3/4" x 19" (rack mount)

OPTIONS:
- Color black/color matte generator
- Automatic sync-add crosspoints for non-composite inputs
- Chroma key
- Non-synchronous inhibit for MIX buses
- Video processing system

Price $7,000.00

THE GRASS VALLEY GROUP, INC.
SOLD EXCLUSIVELY BY GRAVCO SALES, INC.

6515 Sunset Blvd.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF.
(213) 462-6618

Station Plaza East
GREAT NECK, N.Y.
(516) 487-1311

125 South Wilke Road
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS, ILL.
(214) 330-1245

Redbird Airport
DALLAS, TEXAS
(214) 330-1245

1644 Tullie Circle, N.E.
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
(404) 634-0521
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By Howard T. Head

Broadcast Rules Revision Under Study

At the urging of Broadcast Bureau Chief Wally Johnson, an industry committee is being set up to consider a general revision of the Rules governing radio broadcast and auxiliary stations (See Jan. 1972 D.C.). Such a revision, which has been proposed from time to time, would be the first general revision of the present broadcast rules since they were originally written in the late 1930's. FCC staff members would participate in the Committee's work as observers. The Commission has been interested in bringing the broadcast rules, especially the Technical Standards, up to date but has found it impossible to make any real progress on a task of this magnitude because of staff limitations. A NAB proposal for the revision of Part 74 of the rules (broadcast auxiliary services) has been before the Commission for some time (See Jan. 1971 D.C.) but has received little attention because of the staff shortage. It is expected that the Part 74 revisions will be incorporated as part of the overall work of the Committee.

Part 73 of the rules relates to the regulation of both the technical and non-technical aspects of broadcasting. The Committee intends, however, to make a study of the technical regulations its first order of business since it is in this area that revision is most urgently needed.

Sauce for the Goose?

An FM broadcast station in the West has asked that the rules governing the operation of AM and FM transmitters by remote control be modified along the lines of the recently adopted television remote control regulations. The new television rules require a five-day-a-week inspection of transmitters when operated by remote control, but lower the requirement to once weekly where an auxiliary transmitter is licensed capable of providing 20 percent or more of the authorized power. The Commission's order establishing this requirement pointed out that one of the Commission's concerns was that of assuring continuity of service where remote control operation was employed. The required daily AM inspections imposed a substantial burden on many AM licensees, particularly where the station employs different directional antenna systems for day and night operation. The problem is further compounded by the need for making the inspection within two hours after the pattern change, which varies over periods of several hours because of the seasonal changes in sunrise and sunset times.

In the meantime, the Commission has disposed of the last of several petitions for relaxation of the new television remote control rules, which are now expected to go into effect on schedule.
GOING REMOTE?
TELEMET'S YOUR VOTE.

VIT VIDEO TEST PACKAGE 3550-A1
Completely fulfills FCC requirements for remote control broadcasting per FCC 73.676 (f). Modular construction means the 3550-A1 is fully adaptable to any future change in test formats. Price: $3,900

BROADCAST DEMODULATOR 4501-A1
Offers the widest available range of input levels. Monitors from the studio or at the transmitter. Any differences found in off-air tests can be qualified by taking the 4501-A1 to the transmitter for a formal evaluation of the transmitter. The unit features a synchronous chopper and switchable soundtraps. Operates from RF levels of 5 mv to 5V RMS. $3,000 VHF $3,150 UHF

For complete details and technical specifications write or call.

Telemet
A GEOTEL COMPANY
Amityville, New York 11701 (516) 541-3600
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Caption System Tested for TV for the Deaf

Recent demonstrations have established the technical feasibility of a system for providing captions on special receivers intended to be watched by persons who are either deaf or hard of hearing. The system tested employs a digital code on the first few microseconds of line 1, which is converted to a character display by special circuits in the receiver. Although the demonstrations were successful, subsequent tests on standard receivers have raised questions as to whether the use of line 1 might create problems with some models of standard television receivers. Since line 1 is in the vertical retrace interval, complete blanking must be assured to avoid any visibility during retrace, and the energy content must be controlled to avoid any pairing of the interface. The visibility problem has arisen in tests of other experimental signals in the vertical interval. Proposals for the use of the "real estate" in both the vertical and horizontal intervals appear to be limited only by human ingenuity (See Oct. 1971 D.C.). Uses and proposals include VIT signals, VIR signals, time signals, frequency synchronizing signals, facsimile signals, auxiliary sound signals, and others. Many of these proposals have undoubted value, but if all were adopted we would soon wind up with 483 lines of test signals and 42 lines of picture—instead of the other way around.

Licensees Reminded Unauthorized Rebroadcast of FAA Transmissions Illegal

The Commission has sharply reminded radio and television licensees that unauthorized rebroadcast of FAA transmissions is a violation of the Communications Act. Some broadcasters have monitored FAA communications, and in some instances have broadcast this material either live or from tape. The FAA has not authorized such monitoring, and has pointed out that this practice may hinder law-enforcement activities during aircraft hijacking, possibly jeopardizing the lives of aircraft passengers and crew. Licensees are reminded that only FAA officials are authorized to grant authority for such monitoring and rebroadcast, and that due consideration must be given to any conditions imposed on this activity by the FAA.

Short Circuits

The FCC has beefed up its license renewal staff in an attempt to reduce the backlog of pending applications... The Commission is temporarily suspending monitoring of television transmission with IDC coded material not meeting the requirements of the standards (See Nov. 1971 D.C.)... The Commission has adopted proposed rules requiring FM stations to operate at least twelve hours a day (See Dec. 1971 D.C.)... The Commission's Chicago Regional Spectrum Management Task Force (See Jan. 1972 D.C.) has set up offices at 176 W. Adams Street... Continued experimentation with "road-side radio" along the roads to Los Angeles International Airport has been authorized; however, interference problems forced a shift in frequency to 830 kHz from the 550 kHz originally contemplated (See Aug. 1971 D.C.).
This is the signal for better performance at a lower price*

The Setchell Carlson Model DEM 911 UHF/VHF television demodulator is a modestly priced, all solid-state unit with many features and capabilities usually found in much more expensive models, and is the only one in its price range with Automatic Fine Tuning (AFT). It produces outstanding monochrome and color picture quality due to the excellence of its bandwidth characteristics. Internal switching for an external video/audio signal is standard and makes it an ideal source for broadcasting, CATV, and CCTV systems. Every feature of the DEM 911 is engineered in the Setchell Carlson tradition of quality:

Four IF stages • High RF sensitivity • Low noise • Low chrominance/luminance delay difference • Full chrominance signal level • Regulated power supply • Exclusive Setchell Carlson UNITIZED® construction for easy maintenance. Available in several rackmount configurations or attractive metal cabinet.

BEST OF ALL...the DEM 911 is priced under $280.00*.

Write or call today. We will send you complete information.

SC ELECTRONICS, INC.
A SUBSIDIARY OF AUDIOTRONICS CORPORATION
530 5th AVE. N.W. ST. PAUL, MINNESOTA 55112
PHONE (612) 633-3131

April, 1972
A Suggestion For Warning System Receivers

Dear Editor:

After reading "The Status of Radio Warning Systems in The United States" in the February issue of BE it seems there are quite a few drawbacks to the system. It didn't mention who would pay for the billion dollars worth of receivers required, but I don't think the public would take it upon themselves to buy a receiver just for that purpose. Also, I think the warning should come through an AM or FM receiver because of its mobility versus the suggested use of a TV set.

An idea occurred to me that could incorporate the use of the proposed warning transmitters and cover the general public without as much of an outlay for the receivers and would be more acceptable to the public because of the dual use.

The system would use the IF frequency of the AM and FM receivers for the alerting frequency. Receivers could then be built (or converted) using an extra RF amplifier tuned to 455 KHz or 10.7 MHz for FM. This stage would also furnish a cut off voltage or relay for the receiver local oscillator, RF amp or mixer to cut off the station that was previously being listened to. This clamping circuit should have a time delay filter so static wouldn't cut off main signal during a storm. If necessary, could add another stage that would be cut off with a no-alert signal condition for noise purposes. This amplifier would be coupled to the receivers first IF stage input.

A good feature of this method of reception which others lack is that no matter which station the receiver was tuned to, the alert signal would be heard. This frequency would also make it adaptable to amateur construction because of availability of IF coils, etc. Also broadcasting stations using AM or FM receivers for the house monitor could have a practical alarm receiver with a little circuit addition.

If the alerting transmitters were strong enough and located near population centers, existing receivers there would probably hear the signal through the inter-electrode capacity of the mixer stages.

Clifford Graff, CE
Station WSGW
Saginaw, Mich.

Service Literature Needed For TK-21

Dear Editor:

We have a model ASE-1B autotarget unit and a video AGC unit for the RCA TK-21 camera manufactured by TEK-TRON Industries. We badly need service literature for these units but can find no address listing for them. The closest we can come is Charleston, S.C., which is all the name plate says.

If anyone knows the address or how we could get in touch with them, it would be greatly appreciated.

Jerry Keith
Engineering Supervisor
Loma Linda Univ.
Loma Linda, Calif. 92354

Further Suggestions For Mic Modification

Dear Editor:

I think it needs to be pointed out that there is a weakness in the diagram for the "Relay controlled mic" in Engineer's Exchange, February BE.

The diagram as shown leaves the mic input lines to the console floating when the relay is de-energized, thus open to picking up noise from

(Continued on page 10)
The Pick-Up Pros.

WOR-FM, the country’s leading FM/Stereo rock station, has been using Stanton cartridges since its inception.

Program Director Sebastian Stone likes the smooth, clean sound the Stanton delivers; the way it is able to pick up everything on the record so that the station can assure high quality transmission of every recording.

Eric Small, Chief Engineer for WOR-FM, likes the way that Stanton cartridges stand up under the wear and tear of continuous use. “We standardized on Stanton a couple of years back,” Small said, “and we haven’t had a cartridge failure since. Studio Supervisor Artie Altro concurs.

Whether you’re a professional or simply a sincere music lover, the integrity of a Stanton cartridge delivers the quality of performance you want.

There are two Stanton professional cartridge series. The Stanton 681 Series is engineered for stereo channel calibration in record studios, as well as extremely critical listening. The 500 AL Series features design modifications which make it ideally suited for the rough handling encountered in heavy on-the-air use. In fact, among the nation’s disc jockeys it has become known as the “industry workhorse.”

All Stanton cartridges afford excellent frequency response, channel separation, compliance and low mass and tracking pressure. And every Stanton cartridge is fitted with the exclusive “longhair” brush to keep grooves clean and protect the stylus. They belong in every quality reproduction system—broadcast or high fidelity.

For complete information and specifications on Stanton cartridges, write Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Terminal Drive, Plainview, L.I., N.Y. 11803.

All Stanton cartridges are designed for use with all two and four-channel matrix derived compatible systems.

Artie Altro makes the WOR-FM sound, while Eric Small, Sebastian Stone and Promotion Director, Kim Olian look over a new album.
adjacent contacts and circuit components. The addition of a resistor of the proper value across the normally closed contacts of the bottom two SPDT sets on K2 will present the normal load to the preamp input, and greatly reduce noise at that point. If you’re cheap, just short the contacts...it’s better than nothing!

Grady Moates, CE
Station WKOR
Starkville, Miss.

Tracking Improves
With New Turntables

Dear Editor:

I agree with Randall Sturm that increasing tracking force is a poor solution to the disc playback problems that he describes in the February issue of BE. Replacement of his archaic arm with one of more recent design would provide a real solution to this problem, while actually reducing record wear.

Good arms of current design are not viscous damped and can track flawlessly in broadcast station operation at forces on the order of one gram. They are (1) balanced in all directions and (2) anti-skating compensated. They will track under the most adverse conditions: for example, the turntable can be turned upside down or on its side (provided the record and platter are made to stay in place) and the arm will continue to track unimpeded.

We have used the Shure/SME arm with the Shure V-15 II cartridge at KPEN for five years and at KZAP for almost as long. Both are 24 hour-a-day operations, programming mostly music, which justifies (to us) the expenditure for each arm and cartridge installation. Undoubtedly a lower priced arm would suffice in solving the tracking problems described by Mr. Sturm as long as it meets the requirements above.

Lawrence Gahagan
Peninsula Bxstg. Corp.
Mountain View, Calif.

A Profession
Requires Title

Dear Editor:

I feel it is time to add my thoughts to the issue regarding the title “broadcast engineer”, and the alleged use or misuse of the word.

History teaches us that the term “engineer” originally denoted the operator or “engineer” of engines

(Continued on page 12)

Let
PACE
Fill Your
WIRE & CABLE requirements

we manufacture:
MIL-W-16878C HOOKUP WIRE
MIL-W-76B HOOKUP WIRE
MIL-C-55021A INTERNAL HOOKUP CABLES
MIL-C-27072A SPECIAL PURPOSE MULTICONDUCTOR CABLE
MIL-C-23437 ELECTRICAL SHIELDED PAIR CABLE
PAIRED INTERCOM CABLE
AUDIO CABLE, SHIELDED & UNSHIELDED
COMMUNICATION CABLE, SHIELDED PAIRS
COMMUNICATION CABLE TO REA SPEC PE-20
SHIELDED MICROPHONE CABLE
PLASTIC KINKLESS TEST WIRE

Write for complete brochure
3590 OCEANSIDE ROAD
OCEANSIDE, N.Y. 11572
516 678-2275

PACE
WIRE & CABLE CORP.

Increase Head Life with ISOLAIR
New Clean Air Unit by LIBERTY

This unit provides a laminar down flow of the cleanest possible air at the critical video head area. Excessive wear and damage by airborne contaminants are virtually eliminated, extending head life by 100% or more and insuring better overall VTR performance, as well as saving time and money. The unit is suspended from the ceiling thus requiring no additional floor space. It is easily installed and maintained and meets Federal Standard 209a, Class 100.

An additional positive effect is the cumulative result of the constant filtering of air from the entire room, so that during an extended period of use, the level of contaminants in the surrounding environment is progressively reduced.

Liberty Industries has the capability for providing complete clean air environments for any size or type of operation. Our sales engineers are ready to help you.

Call or write.
LIBERTY INDUSTRIES, INC.
598 Deming Road, Berlin, Conn. 06037
Telephone (203) 828-6361
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING
This low-cost Tape-Athon CHANNEL CASTER CAROUSEL allows any station to automate for a modest investment. The Tape-Athon CHANNEL CASTER is a two-tape transport system (expandable) with a cartridge Carousel unit that can be interspersed with any tape material. This allows local advertising or other spot announcements that permit a variety of mixing for speciality music during the broadcast day. It's completely equipped with channel mixers, VU meters, monitors, and an automatic reversing and reel torque compensation feature. Electronics are solid state, of course, with automatic reversing and reel torque compensation.

Here's a pair of easy ways to broadcast background music for fun and profit. Tape-Athon's PROGRAMMER and CHANNEL CASTER both have 4 tape transports with a capacity of over 800 different musical selections with built-in timing circuits that permit an infinite variety of mixing for specialty music. The PROGRAMMER is equipped with 7-day ON-OFF clock, VU meter, monitor speaker, 15-watt amplifier. It's complete with Tape-Athon's extensive music library on a sale or lease basis.

Tape-Athon's broadcast LOGGER is ideal for radio stations and communications centers. Combining performance, dependability and low investment in a field-proven unit. Speeds down to 15/32 ips permit 409 recording hours per channel with up to 8 channels/8 tracks available.
or machinery. To this day, "operating engineers" operate compressors, bulldozers, cranes and other machinery with engines. The individual in charge of the powerplant on board a ship is the "Chief Engineer" and has "Engineers" under him doing the actual work on the ship's engines.

Initially, broadcasting was tied to the radio transmitters in service by the maritime industry. The licenses that all broadcast engineers hold are a throwback to the time when the safety of life on the high seas mandated licensed personnel in charge of the ship-to-shore facility.

Perhaps the usage of the word "engineer" should be disallowed for all but those personnel operating engines or machinery. The PE's, EE's, ChE's or whatever are in fact misusing the term. However, through the evolutionary processes in the English language, the word has been re-defined.

What is occurring now is the result of "ruffled feathers" on the part of graduate engineers at the "misuse" of the title, engineer. We are all witness to this fact. However, the Labor Departments of most of the fifty states list the occupation "broadcast engineer" as a valid term in common use throughout the state in question.

A true broadcast engineer is a professional; he is knowledgeable in Management, Business Administration, Programming as well as the technical skills that he excels in, in the day-to-day operation of his station or stations. He is much more than the operator that just satisfies the Commission.

The danger in allowing the disuse of the title engineer, comes in not recognizing the professionalism and ideals that attracted the rare creature to this business in the first place. There are station managers and owners that think of the broadcast engineer in the same vein as the gardener or plumber; additionally, he is an albatross placed on his property by the Commission. It is that type of station that attracts the six-week wonders to his station and the consequential shoddy technical operation that must follow. The broadcast engineer has long left for greener pastures.

A danger in allowing the term broadcast engineer to end is that our profession will become a trade further promoting shoddy technical performance. While this may seem to be a trivial thing to many, we all have worked many years in the broadcasting industry to get to the point that we could call ourselves broadcast engineers as professionals, and to allow someone or individual's feeling to be placated at our expense would be a tremendous disservice to the professionals in the industry.

The Society of Broadcast Engineers is a professional society that has long been trying to promote the recognition of the professional achievements of its members. Perhaps those members of our profession that feel as I do, and many other broadcast engineers do should get behind the SBE and promote these ideals.

Edwin T. Karl
VP, Engineering
Beck-Ross Comm., Inc.
Babylon, N.Y.

Humbug History

Dear Editor:

I have been following the title controversy in BE with interest and would like to add one more opinion to the growing pile.

An operator holds an FCC license: an engineering technician (as distinguished from a medic technician) holds a certificate from the Institute for the Certification of Engineering Technicians, 2029 Street, N.W., Washington, D.C. 20006 and an engineer, by law in most states, must have state registration as a Professional Engineer.

To call a broadcast operator an engineering technician is as incorrect as calling a nurse a doctor.

W. S. Campbell, Jr.
Ballston Lake, N.Y.

Letters begin on page 8
FM Hours Increased

On April 7 the new FCC rule increasing the minimum operating hours for FM stations will go into effect. The new minimum will be 2 hours daily. This is a jump of 7 hours over the old Rules. The 12 hours need not be consecutive. Eight hours of operation will be required between 6 AM and PM, and not less than four hours between 6 PM and midnight local time.

The Commission feeling on the matter is that there are too many needs for aural service, especially at night, to allow FM stations to continue to broadcast at the old minimum. Noting that waivers are often granted for FCC Rules, the Commission said that a rule to make every unusual and/or meritorious situation would be difficult to mold.

In a rule making notice adopted November 3, 1971, the Commission said that despite the increased viability of FM economically, some FM stations were still operating at or near the minimum despite the inconsistency with the needs for more aural service in many places and the need to insure the availability of aural broadcast service in the evening. It noted that FM and AM are parts of a single broadcast service.

The Commission said the proposal drew little comment. Michigan City Broadcasting, licensee of WMCB-FM, Michigan City, Ind., agreed with the change but argued that the broadcaster should be allowed to determine the hours of operation Monday through Saturday based on local public interest needs.

EIAJ Offers VT Machine Report

The National Industrial Television Association is offering free of charge single copies of a 6 page professional report on the EIAJ—Type 1 half-inch intermanufacturer videotape machine standard.

Titled, EIAJ—TYPE 1 OPEN REEL HELICAL SCAN VIDEO TAPE MACHINE MANUFACTURER AND MODEL LIST, this report identifies 25 different EIAJ—Type 1 models made available under 10 different manufacturer brand names. The history and the various technical and operational concerns of the EIAJ—Type 1 standard are reviewed. A series of explanatory notes accompanies the list of manufacturer brand names and model numbers.

A single copy of the report may be obtained without charge by written request accompanied by a self-addressed 4 x 9 envelope affixed with 16c postage addressed to the National Industrial Television Association, P.O. Box 262, Maplewood, New Jersey 07040.

The National Industrial Television Association is a professional organization of persons concerned with the use of television and related techniques for communications, training, and instruction in business & industry, government and similar applications. Edward W. Palmer, CCTV Supervisor, New England Telephone Company, Boston is the Association President. Regional directors and area coordinators hold meetings, seminars and workshops for members at locations throughout the country. The national office is located at the Maplewood, New Jersey address.
A True-Thru shielded coaxial cable lets you pre-program removable patchboards.

Now you can plug in hundreds of pre-programmed coaxial cables simultaneously and instantly. The combination of a newly designed cable receptacle plus precise machining of rack camming action make it possible to program removable panels with as many coaxial cables as you need — at present, up to 2,448.

"True-through shielded" means that each cable has its own separate shield, isolated from other shields, carried through the system. It also means that crosstalk is down 120 to 150 db from ordinary commoned systems.

High frequencies present no problem. At 100 megacycles, VSWR is 1.02. And you don’t destroy this by crimping the outer shield: the connection is held by a screw-on collar. This collar also lets you rewire the cable as often as needed — and rewire with maximum speed. VSWR has remained constant after more than 10,000 cycles.

A 50-ohm matched impedance and .002-ohm contact resistance are two more reasons why you may want to telephone in your order rather than just writing for our complete brochure on this new development. But the main reason is change-over speed. By using a panel programmed with these new through-shielded coaxial cables, you can switch a computer from one program to another in less than 30 seconds.

Let us tell you more — including how little all these advantages are going to cost you. Write to VPC in Waynesboro, Virginia, or telephone (703) 942-8376. We’re looking forward to working with you.

That’s why we developed the new True-Thru shielded coaxial cable programming system in the first place.

**Class Time...**

**Seminar Schedules**

**Cable Pressurization**

The Systems Equipment Plant of Superior Continental Corporation’s Cable and Equipment Division in Hickory, North Carolina has scheduled its 1972 cable pressurization school, which will consist of two training courses.

The first session takes nine class days, with the first seven class days covering cable pressurization systems in use today, as well as future concepts of cable pressurization, and the last two class days covering air dryer installation and application and dryer maintenance.

The second session is made up of the last two class days of the complete courses, and although the two subjects are offered in the complete course, the separate session is offered for those interested in dryer training only.

Dates of the nine-day courses are: September 11-22 and October 9-20.

The two-day sessions will be held on: September 22; and October 19-20.

Charges for the complete cable pressurization course are $50 while the air dryer installation and maintenance course is offered at no charge.

All sessions will be held in the corporate training facility of the Systems Equipment Plant in Hickory, North Carolina.

For further information on the courses, contact Wallace E. Jones, Jr., Product Manager — Equipment Products, Superior Cable and Equipment Division, 1928 Main Avenue, S.E., P.O. Box 489, Hickory, North Carolina 28601, Telephone 704/328-2171.

**Film Production and Processing**

Eastman Kodak Company’s Marketing Education Center has announced its 1972 schedule of programs in film production and processing for people working with film in television, education, business and industry, government, and motion pictures.

Specific courses, workshops and seminars scheduled for 1972 include the Basic Newsfilm Workshop, the Videofilm Seminar, two summer workshops on film production, Advanced Film Production Workshop, ME-4/ECO-3 Basic Process and Control Seminar, and Double Application Sound Workshop.

Courses will be held at the Kodak Marketing Education Center in Rochester, N.Y., as well as at regional marketing education centers in San Francisco, Dallas, Atlanta, and Oak Brook, Ill.

Kodak’s recently opened training complex in Rochester is designed to train professional users of Kodak products and services in obtaining high quality, improving efficiency, and reducing costs in their use of Kodak films and equipment.
A free copy of the 1972 program schedule and additional information on courses being offered are available from any Motion Picture & Education Markets Division sales and engineering representative; from any regional office of Motion Picture & Education Markets Division in Dallas, Atlanta, Hollywood, San Francisco, New York City, Honolulu or Oak Brook, Ill.; or by writing Eastman Kodak Company Marketing Education Center, 343 State Street, Rochester, New York 14650.

Closed Circuit Production Seminars

Comprehensive two- and three-day television production seminars are being scheduled this spring by TeleMation, Inc. TeleMation’s Training Manager, Richard L. Williams, experienced in commercial broadcasting, ETV, industrial TV and education, will conduct beginning and advanced seminars.

The two-day beginning course covers camera operation, production switching, lighting, audio, graphics and directing. Students attending advanced seminars learn to coordinate equipment and props, produce timed and untimed programs of their choice and participate in a final project using paid, professional talent. The remainder of the seminar is spent discussing special effects, videotape editing and other topics of the students’ choice. Instruction in both courses consist of discussion and hands-on workshop sessions, supplemented by special reference materials.

Chicago
(Glenview, Illinois) Beginning Seminar April 3-4
Advanced Seminar April 5-7

Toronto, Ontario
Beginning Seminar April 19-20

Burlingame (San Francisco area)
Beginning Seminar April 24-25
Advanced Seminar April 26-28

San Juan, Puerto Rico
Beginning Seminar June 13-14

Further information and registration forms can be obtained by writing Training Department, TeleMation, Inc. P.O. Box 15068, Salt Lake City, Utah 84115.

See Page 50 For Information On Tech Data And Tech Papers
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China Relay Was Extensive

One of the most comprehensive international communications systems ever devised was made available by the People's Republic of China during President Nixon's visit to Peking. A total of 60 voice channels, 22 telegraph channels, a video channel, and 2 facsimile photo channels was at the disposal of both news media and the President's official party.

A site had already been prepared at Peking Airport for the installation of a transportable earth station WU1-2 leased by the People's Republic of China from Western Union International, Inc. Adjacent to the earth station, the Chinese constructed a large building that housed press and photographic facilities, and a television studio.

WU1-2 is the second generation of portable earth stations to be used by WUI in the transmissions of events of international interest. Its predecessor, WUI-1, designed under the guidance of Roy K. Anders, Vice President—Planning and chief technical director for WUI, was the ocean-going station that relayed from the decks of the recovery carriers the splashdown of Apollo moon missions datatime back to Apollo 7 and on through the most recent Apollo 15 missions.

Lighting Symposium

The Illuminating Engineers Society has announced that it will sponsor the eighth annual television, television and film lighting symposium. The meetings will be held in the Pick Congress Hotel Chicago, May 21 through 24.

Further information on the symposium may be obtained by writing to the Illuminating Engineers Society, 345 East 47th Street, New York, N.Y. 10017.
CABLE ENGINEERING
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Regulation of CATV has been on the calendar for consideration by the Federal Communications Commission for just about every one of the more than twenty years CATV has existed. Simple proposals have been in plentiful supply; effective solutions have been scarce. For example, it has been suggested that CATV should:

- be regulated as a common carrier
- be licensed as a radio station
- be subject to Sec 325 of the Communications Act requiring permission to "rebroadcast"
- pay copyright fees
- pay a "public dividend" to the Corporation for Public Broadcasting
- switch local broadcast commercials into distant signals
- drop dead

In March, 1966, the Federal Communications Commission adopted Rules and Regulations sharply restricting the development of Community Antenna Television Systems. Since that time, this highly complex subject has been under massive study, not only by FCC, but also by a host of "think tanks": Stanford Research Institute, Stanford University, Rand, Mitre, Sloan Foundation, Markle Foundation, Ford Foundation, Kettering Foundation, and many others.

On Friday, December 13, 1968, the Commission issued Proposed Rulemaking intended to dispose of the unbearable burden of proliferating evidentiary hearings it had brought upon itself by the provisions of the 1966 rules. The Proposed 1968 Rules were referred to by then Chairman Rosel Hyde as "a constructive step toward opening the way for new CATV service in many areas." In fact, however, the Interim Procedures in effect during the consideration of the 1968 Rules, were so structured as to result in a de facto freeze. Chairman Hyde's optimistic hopes to the contrary notwithstanding, the number of new CATV systems declined sharply; several CATV equipment suppliers ceased to exist to any practical extent (though none went through formal bankruptcy) and the survivors operated in an atmosphere of stark austerity. Although franchise activity proceeded with considerable vigor, new system construction was rare.

Finally, "after more than three years of exhaustive inquiry" on February 3, 1972, the FCC issued its long heralded Report and Order effective March 31, 1972 (unless stayed by FCC on reconsideration or by Court order). These new Rules, adopted as Part 76 of Rules and Regulations of the FCC, are both thoroughly comprehensive and intensely complex. We have attempted to summarize the essential features in a series of Tables reproduced herein.

A significant court challenge is expected by some attorneys on the issue of whether proper administrative procedures were followed in adopting the Consensus Agreement negotiated (perhaps "hammered out" would better express it) by the White House Office of Telecommunications Policy (OTP) among the conflicting adversarial commercial interests of cable broadcast, and copyright industries. FCC Chairman Dean Burch has expressed satisfaction as an attorney that the public interest as well as all commercial interests were more than adequately represented and protected. Time, and the Courts, will tell.

Part 76, the new cable television rules, covers every conceivable area of cable television regulation in a specific, detailed, and complete manner which can hardly be calle...
superficial. Subject areas covered in Subparts A through K are:
Definitions
Applications for Certificates of Compliance
Carriage of local and distant signals
Protection of program exclusivity
Cablecasting
Access to cable facilities
Federal-State-Local regulatory relationships
Technical Standards
Grandfather provisions
Forms and Reports
Payment of Annual Fees to FCC
Logs and Records
Diversification of Control
Of particular interest are the new definitions of four classes of Cable Television Channels, paraphrased as follows:

Class I. A downstream signalling path for broadcast TV signals.
Class II. A downstream signalling path for cablecast TV signals.
Class III. A downstream signalling path for non-TV signals.
Class IV. An upstream signalling path for TV or non-TV signals.

The term "signalling path" was invented by FCC for Part 76 to include channels other than 6 MHz, whether or not signals are actually being transmitted.

Under Part 76, both new and existing cable TV systems must make application to the FCC for a Certificate of Compliance with the new Rules, supported by full disclosure of ownership, proposed services, franchise agreements, and an affidavit certifying that all stations within whose Grade B contours the system will operate have been notified of the proposed services. New Certificates are required for any changes in ownership or operating plans, but do not expire until the franchise itself expires. In general, cable television systems existing (or authorized) by March 31, 1972, will be allowed to continue present operations under several "grandfather" rules; though they must obtain Certificates covering such operations, and any changes will be subject to the Rules.

Rules governing carriage and exclusivity, as seen from the accompanying charts, depend largely on the size of the market. Part 76 includes a list of the 100 largest TV markets and their designated communities, based essentially on the 1970 American Research Bureau (ARB) ranking of prime-time household viewing. FCC does not expect to change this listing according to subsequent ARB ranking.

For most purposes, a specified zone of 35-mile radius centered on the main post office or other reference point (geographic coordinates are included in the Rules) replaces former concepts of "local service area". Figure 1 shows the 35-mile zones of the Top 50 and second 50 TV markets listed by FCC.

To resolve the problem of carriage or protection in overlapping markets (the so-called Footnote 69 situation), Part 76 provides that stations may be treated as local stations when they are "significantly viewed" in any community, even though they may be located in another, usually overlapping market. After much travail, the FCC has defined "significantly viewed" as follows, based on the 1971 ARB survey of non-CATV share of viewing hours:

Full or Partial Network Stations: at least 3% share of total viewing hours
at least 25% net weekly circulation
Independent Stations: at least 2% share of total viewing hours
at least 5% net weekly circulation
(Net weekly circulation is the percentage of the total TV households that watched the station for at least 5 minutes during an entire week.) A list is included in Part 76 showing the stations which are “significantly viewed” in each of the more than 3000 counties in the United States. No changes are contemplated in this showing for at least a year.

The new Rules require only si

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MARKET SIZE</th>
<th>LOCAL SIGNALS MUST CARRY ON REQUEST</th>
<th>DISTANT SIGNALS MAY CARRY—SUBJECT TO “LEAPFROG” RULES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOP 100 MARKETS</strong></td>
<td>A. All station—35-mile zone (including hyphenated communities).</td>
<td>A. Missing; to provide full complement of:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. ETV Stations—Grade B.</td>
<td>Top 50 Markets  Second 50 Markets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. 100 watt translators—in licensed community.</td>
<td>3 full networks  3 full networks</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. Stations with significant viewing.</td>
<td>3 Independents  2 independents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>MARKETS SMALLER THAN TOP 100</strong></td>
<td>A. Stations In the same, or other market smaller than Top 100—Grade B.</td>
<td>B. “Wild Cards”</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. ETV Stations—Grade B.</td>
<td>2 additional independents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. 100 watt translators—in licensed community.</td>
<td>Less: the number of distant signals carried to make up the full complement.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. Stations with significant viewing.</td>
<td>C. Additional ETV stations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>OUTSIDE ANY MARKET</strong></td>
<td>A. All stations—Grade B (regardless of market size).</td>
<td>D. Stations programming predominantly non-English language.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>B. ETV Stations—35-mile zone.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C. 100 watt translators—in licensed community.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>D. Stations with significant viewing.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**LEAPFROG RULES**

A. Distant network signals must come from either:
1. The nearest full network station; or
2. The nearest in-state full network station.

B. Distant Independent Signals (other than ETV or foreign language)
1. If any distant signals come from the Top 25 markets: the first two distant independents must come from one or both of the nearest two Top 25 markets; otherwise, they may come from any market.
   First: UHF within 200 miles; or
   Second: VHF within 200 miles, or any UHF
Color compatible

Yesterday, today, or tomorrow.

Whenever you add color, your Dage Television Studio Production Center will be ready. Whether you added color yesterday (and still have it), or are ordering it today, or even if color cameras are still in your future. With a Dage TV Studio Production Center, you can be sure of quality origination in either black and white or color. This Dage unit is a complete, self-contained control unit for one, two, three or four cameras plus two non-synchronous driven sources.
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You may not believe it when you find out how little it costs.

You can see many of these features in the photo. We don't have room to tell you all about them here, so why don't you write us for specs on the Dage Television Studio Production Center. We also send you the name of a near-by franchised Dage Distributor who can help you place an order for early delivery.
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multaneous non-duplication of network programs (with certain limited exceptions), according to priorities based primarily on predicted Grade Contours, rather than the same-day non-duplication required since 1966.

Protection of exclusive contract rights to exhibit syndicated programs, on the other hand, is excruciatingly complex. In general, the responsibility for providing the necessary information on duplicated showings has been placed on the party supposedly benefiting. It is not at all clear, however, that some of these responsibilities could even conceivably be met without a carefully programmed computer to examine the myriad of contracts, release dates, broadcast dates, terms of protection, and ownership of rights. A Special Proposed Rule making on Sports Blackouts was released at the same time as Pat 76, with a March 16 deadline for comments. A curious loophole was left in Part 76, probably by oversight; network syndicated programs are given only simultaneous pro

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE II – EXCLUSIVITY PROTECTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SYNDICATED PROGRAMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-clearance protection in the</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Top 50 markets for programs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first released for syndication.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| PROTECTION COMMENCES               |
| Date the program is first sold or  |
| licensed to a U.S. TV station for  |
| broadcast.                         |

| PROTECTION EXPIRES                  |
| One year later.                     |

Programs covered by exclusive contracts with TV stations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>A. In Top 50 Markets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>B. In Second 50 Markets</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Off-network series.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>2. First-run series.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<p>| 3. First-run non-series and feature |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>films.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

| 4. All others, including:           |
| Non-series;                        |
| Non-network series re-runs;         |
| Off-network non-series.             |

| NETWORK PROGRAMS                    |
| Simultaneous Non-Duplication.       |

| PRIORITY                            |
| Protection against lower priority   |
| but not against equal priority:     |
| 1. Principal Community              |
| 2. Grade A                          |
| 3. Grade B                          |
| 4. 100 watt translator community    |

Significantly viewed signals are entitled to protection, as if they were local.

Color has priority over monochrome.

| EXCEPTIONS                          |
| Special exceptions in time-zone    |
| situations. Programs released by    |
| networks for prime time are not     |
| protected in non-prime time.        |

Non-simultaneous protection may be required for network programs released in Canada prior to U.S. broadcast.

Program deletion not required if subscribers would have less than two networks at any time.

Private agreement will be honored.
tection while non-network programs are carefully protected for extended periods. This will surely be changed.

Part 76 is predicated on the assumption that the emergence of

### TABLE III—RESPONSIBILITY ASSIGNMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CABLE SYSTEM LOCATION AND TYPE OF PROTECTION</th>
<th>CABLE OPERATOR'S RESPONSIBILITY</th>
<th>LOCAL TV STATION'S RESPONSIBILITY</th>
<th>COPYRIGHT OWNER'S RESPONSIBILITY</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>IN TOP 50 MARKETS</td>
<td>To search Newspapers, and other schedules to determine when the listed programs must be deleted from distant stations carried.</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>Notify cable operators giving name of program and date of first sale or license to a U.S. TV station for broadcast.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**IN TOP 100 MARKETS**

Protection of exclusive broadcast rights of TV stations to syndicated program exhibition.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>To black out distant signals as specified by local TV station.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To verify station notifications in case of doubt or controversy concerning eligibility for protection, by examining station's public files.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To identify programming which is free of exclusivity protection, in order to fill &quot;blackouts&quot; on regularly carried distant stations.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

|                                | None |
|                                | To notify the cable operators within 35-mile zone by Monday of the week before blackout is required. Notification must include: |
|                                | • call letters of station to be blacked out |
|                                | • date, time, and duration of the blackout |
|                                | To notify cable operators of schedule changes 36 hours in advance. To monitor for violations. |

**IN GRADE B OF ANY STATION (OR IN COMMUNITY TO WHICH 100 WATT TRANSLATOR IS LICENSED)**

Protection of network programs.

|                                | To black out network programs duplicated by stations of lower priority subject to proper notification by station of highest priority. |
|                                | To request notice by Monday of the week before the required blackout, if desired; otherwise notice is 48 hours in advance. |
|                                | To notify the cable operators of the required network blackout at least 48 hours in advance, or by Monday of the preceding week, if so requested. Notice must include:
|                                | • date and time of the protected broadcast |
|                                | • date and time and station to be blacked out |

**ALL SYSTEMS AND ALL STATIONS**

To obtain certification from FCC for all TV broadcast signals carried, after notification to all stations within Grade B.

|                                | To maintain in a public file exact signed copies of relevant portions of exclusivity contracts establishing eligibility for protection of syndicated programs. |
|                                | To keep a log of distant stations carried, including call letters, date, time carriage commenced and terminated, and the program schedules of each. Retain for two years. |
|                                | None |

April, 1972
a broad-band communication network with exciting future potential, depends on the economic viability of a cable television reception service during development of technology and markets. So, having provided for at least two otherwise unavailable distant signals in all major markets (provided they are not blacked-out most of the time to protect exclusivity), Part 76 seeks to assure that systems in major markets will be available for new, non-broadcast services by specifying additional channel capacity, two-way capability, and capability of expansion when demand for channels approaches existing availability, as outlined in the Table.

Probably of most significance however, is that Part 76 affirmatively encourages advertising in subscription television on lease.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Purpose</th>
<th>Charges Permitted</th>
<th>Specific Regulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Origination Cablecasting</td>
<td>Commercial/Political advertising permitted, subject to non-disruptive advertising and political broadcasting regulations. Subscription TV permitted.</td>
<td>Local origination channels not to be used for any other purpose. Used as local outlet 'to a significant extent'. No agreements outside any TV market which inhibit use of prime time for controversial local issues. Subject to fairness/equal time. Sponsorship identification required.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Access Cablecasting</td>
<td></td>
<td>No commercial/Political candidate advertising. Not subject to fairness/equal time. Non-discriminatory—First come basis.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Access</td>
<td>No charge except for use of production facilities for more than 5 minutes.</td>
<td>No Commercial/Political candidate advertising. Not subject to fairness/equal time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education Access</td>
<td>Subscription TV not prohibited.</td>
<td>Paid Commercial/Political advertising permitted, with sponsor identification. Not subject to non-disruptive advertising rules. Not subject to fairness/equal time.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leased Access</td>
<td>No charge for first 5 years Subscription TV not prohibited.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rates for leased access to be filed with FCC. Subscription TV not prohibited.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local Government Access</td>
<td>No charges for first 5 years Subscription TV not prohibited.</td>
<td>No Restrictions of any kind are placed on Local Government Access Channels.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Regulations Applicable to all Cablecasting (except Local Government Access Channels)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No Censorship</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Lotteries</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>No Obscene or Indecent material</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Records of names and addresses of persons requesting access shall be available for public inspection for 2 years.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE IV—CABLECASTING
and to establish franchise fees in the range of 3-5%. The franchising authority is assigned responsibility for dealing with complaints and for supervising rate structures.

Technical standards are included in Part 76, limited to Class I signalling paths. (These are covered in an article by Howard Head.) A technical advisory committee is to be appointed to augment the technical standards with respect to:

- Cable TV receiver standards
- Frequency allocations on cable
- Standards for Class II, III and IV signalling paths
- Standards on envelope delay, differential gain and phase
- Standards on cross-modulation and "ghosting"

Carriage of radio signals

Cable television systems must submit annual reports, including financial data; and must pay FCC an annual fee of 30 cents per subscriber, in addition to filing fees for Certification and other petitions or applications. They must keep a log of stations carried and program schedules, and must keep records on persons requesting the use of access or leased channels.

Rules proposed or adopted in 1970 are incorporated in Part 76, prohibiting national TV networks from owning cable TV facilities anywhere, and prohibiting TV stations from owning within their Grade B Contour. No action is yet taken on newspaper ownership or radio station ownership.

A Proposed Rulemaking regulating the importation of FM and AM radio signals by cable systems was released at the same time as Part 76. This would, if adopted, require cable systems to carry all AM and FM radio stations licensed to communities within 35 miles. In the interim, the Commission will prohibit carrying radio stations more than 75 miles away in communities of less than 50,000 population which have one or more radio stations. Furthermore, no distant radio stations can be carried unless all local stations are carried.

The "Spirit of Part 76" seems to be "A Great Leap Forward" for cable television, into the mostly unfamiliar land of exclusivity protection.

Who won? Who knows? Perhaps Part 76 may effectively have tossed the whole situation into the market place. Does the public want television as it has been? Or will the public demonstrate enough interest in the advantages of a cable television reception service to bring on the dawn of the New Era of the Broadband Communication Network (BCN)? Maybe the market place is where the judgment properly belongs.

---

**TABLE V—CAPABILITY REQUIREMENTS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Systems within 35-mile zones of Top 100 market TV stations. (No requirements for smaller markets.)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Channel Capacity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Equivalent Bandwidth</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Bi-directional</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE VI—SUBSCRIPTION TV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature films:</th>
<th>Any films which have had first-run showing on non-reserved seat basis anywhere in the U.S. within the last 2 years.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One film, whose last first-run showing on non-reserved seat basis was more than 10 years ago, may be shown for one week in each calendar month.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Films whose last first-run showing was between 2 and 10 years ago may be used if the owner of the rights has been unable to sell them for television broadcast or is withholding them to protect future box-office.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sports:</td>
<td>Events may be used which have not been broadcast during the past 2 years by any commercial TV station within whose Grade A Contour the system is located. (Except non-annual events such as Olympic Games, America’s Cup, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Series programs, with interconnected plot or the same cast of principal characters:</td>
<td>Prohibited from subscription TV at all times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Programs:</td>
<td>At least 10% of the total subscription TV hours must be other than feature films and sports.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advertising:</td>
<td>No advertising except to promote subscription TV programs, and only before or after complete programs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Microwave Alternatives For CATV

By Leo G. Sands

It is the coaxial cable trunk line that limits the overall length of a CATV system and the maximum distance at which the head end can be located from the communities served. The present state of the art limits the number of cable amplifiers that can be cascaded.

In the distant future, it is likely that PCM multiplexing systems will enable simultaneous transmission of many color television channels over almost unlimited distances through waveguide. Although such equipment is not yet available, there is an alternative that can be utilized now.

This alternative is "microwave radio transmission." The use of microwave in CATV systems is not new. Nor is FDM multiplexing. However, their combination for simultaneous transmission of several television channels over a single microwave carrier is new. Multiplexed television microwave systems capable of simultaneous transmission of several television channels are now being offered.

One of these systems, known as the Airlink, which was developed by Laser Link Corporation, can also transmit simultaneously from a master head end to as many as 21 distribution centers (sub-head ends) at different locations, as shown in Figure 1.

Utilizing such a system, one head end could serve several communities, each having its own cable network. For example, a head end on top of Garrett Mountain, in the heart of the Northern New Jersey metropolitan area, could serve CATV systems in Ridgewood, Paterson, Newark, Montclair and many other cities and towns within microwave range of the mountain-top LDS (Local Distribution Service) microwave transmitter.

To cite another example, such a system with its head end on Mt. Diablo could serve numerous communities in the San Francisco Bay Area and the valleys north, east and south of the mountain. There are many other similar possibilities throughout the United States and Canada. Such a system could also make nationwide television possible in such island nations as Jamaica where no individual TV station could cover all of the mountainous island.

Multiple Channels

The earliest television microwave systems were capable of transmitting only one television channel. The video signal directly modulates the FM microwave transmitter. The audio signal is fed to an FM modulator which in turn modulates the microwave carrier at a subcarrier frequency. To transmit more than one TV channel, it is customary to "stack" microwave transmitters, as shown in Figure 2, each transmitting one TV channel and all sharing the same antenna through an antenna multiplexer.

To transmit to two or more receiving stations, the signals of all of the head end microwave transmitters can be intercepted at a junction repeater station, as shown in Figure 3, and then transmitted...
To transmit three programs, six different frequencies are required, three to transmit from A to C, and three to transmit from D to B and from B to D. It is necessary to use separate receiving and transmitting frequencies at the repeater location to avoid desensitization of the receivers.

![Figure 2](image)

It is not necessary to transpose frequencies when utilizing a "passive repeater". The group of microwave signals radiated by antenna A are intercepted by antenna B. Antenna B is connected to antennas C and D which retransmit the signals at their original frequencies in different directions. This technique, utilized in communications microwave systems designed by Budelmann Electronics Corporation, requires the use of antennas of sufficient gain to offset antenna losses.

Hundreds of telephone channels can be transmitted over a microwave system by employing FDM (frequency division modulation) multiplexing. Telephone channels A, B and C are applied as subcarriers at three different frequencies (e.g., 12, 24 and 36 kHz) to the microwave baseband.

The same basic technique is used in the Airlink system. The head end amplifier and channel translators deliver signals at the visual and aural carrier frequencies of TV channels 2, 3, 4, 5 and 6 directly to the baseband of the FM microwave transmitter. (Additional channels can be transmitted in the same way at translated frequencies below 54 MHz and above 88 MHz).

**Modulating Frequencies**

The basic technique is the same as used in FDM communications microwave systems. The differences are that special multiplex equipment is not required and that the modulating frequencies are much higher. In the Airlink system, both AM (video) and FM (audio) signals modulate the FM microwave transmitter.

At a receiving station, the frequency-modulated microwave carrier is demodulated to extract the visual and aural subcarrier signals which are then fed to the cable distribution network through head end type amplifiers and/or translators.

To make it practical to transmit the multiplexed microwave signals simultaneously to several receiving stations in different directions, the microwave transmitter utilizes a TWT (traveling wave tube) RF amplifier at the output of the solid state FM exciter. The transmitter employs a 3-GHz solid state modulator, a solid state upconverter, a 20-Watt 12.7-12.95 GHz TWT power amplifier and a harmonic filter.

The output of the transmitter is fed to two or more microwave antennas through an antenna multiplexing system. Three TWT amplifiers can be paralleled to permit feeding microwave signals to as many as 21 antennas.

At each cable distribution center, a microwave receiver is required. The receiver downconverts the microwave signal to a 1.5-GHz IF signal which is demodulated by a discriminator. The IF amplifier employs 25 dB of AGC to offset fading and delivers a 14-dBm signal to the limiter which saturates at 10 dBm. At locations where a greater fade margin is required, a tunnel diode preamplifier with 15 dB of AGC can be provided.

**Instructional Uses**

Although the Airlink system is currently FCC type accepted for licensing in the Cable Antenna Radio Service (CARS), its applications are not limited to CATV. Such a system could be used, for example, for transmitting a number of live, filmed and taped instructional TV programs from a central location to numerous schools. Another application, the FCC permitting, could be transmission of several special-interest programs to the business community.

What is significant about this system is the application of FDM techniques, which date back to the 1920's and FM techniques which were originally developed by Major Edwin H. Armstrong. Much has been learned about multiplexing and FM techniques since then and new developments are being applied to solve television transmission problems.

![Figure 3](image)
Theta-Com Petitions With Microwave Assignment Plan

Theta-Com of California has petitioned the Federal Communications Commission to modify the channel frequency assignment plan for multi-channel microwave local distribution service (LDS) contained in the commission’s rules for CATV systems.

The requested rule modification would not supplant the existing channel assignment plan, but would supplement it with an alternate set of frequency assignments specifically designed to carry mid-band and super-band channels in their normal spectral relationship with respect to the standard VHF channels. The petition explained that being in the existing Community Antenna Relay Service (CARS) band, the requested alternate frequency assignments would facilitate the use of LDS by the growing number of cable system operators now or who will soon need to carry more than 20 channels because of FCC regulations or franchise obligations.

Multi-channel microwave local distribution service is used in CATV systems for crossing natural or man-made barriers, reaching pockets of population, and other problem solving applications where a span of coaxial cable is not practical. To date, Theta-Com’s AML is the only LDS equipment in actual CATV system operation. According to R. W. Behringer, president of Theta-Com, the proposed alternate frequency assignment plan will improve the performance and reduce the cost of the CATV system by eliminating unnecessary frequency conversions.

Cable Report, Order Is Now Available

The FCC Cable Television Report and Order, announced February 12, was reprinted in the Federal Register of Saturday, February 12 and is available for sale by the Superintendent of Documents at the Government Printing Office. The price of the document is 20 cents.

The following title should be used when ordering: Federal Register of February 12, 1972, Volume 37, number 30, Part II only.

Mail requests should be addressed to the Superintendent of Documents, Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. 20402. Do not address requests to the Federal Communications Commission. Documents will also be available for over the counter sale at the Superintendent of Documents Bookstore, North Capitol and H Streets, N.W.

The Federal Register reprint will include the report and order, the rules, the list of significantly viewed television stations, and the consensus agreement.

New Products

New Carrier Fill Telecom Cable

A new telecommunications cable for T-1 Carrier systems has been developed by the Anaconda Wire and Cable Company Communications Products Engineering Center, Sycamore, Illinois. The cable features two compartments for electrical separation of pair groups plus two extra pairs, one for repeater interrogation and one for voice order wire.

All pair counts of the new cable, known as Plus 2™, are said to allow 100 percent of the pairs to be used for T-1 Carrier systems, with transmission in both directions, at maximum repeater spacing. In addition, all repeater housing spaces can be utilized regardless of whose equipment is installed because cable pairs from the nominal pair count need not be allocated for repeater interrogation and voice order wire functions. Maximum repeater spacing is possible due to improved near-end crosstalk coupling loss characteristics.

Separation of the core into two compartments by means of a polyolefin-coated metallic shield enables simultaneous transmission of T-1 line signals in opposite directions without interference between channels.

Cables with nominal pair counts of 50 pairs or more will include two interrogation pairs and two voice order wire pairs to accommodate larger systems where the number of repeater sections in tandem may be greater than 12, or where two or more repeater housings are required at each location.

Anaconda plans to offer the new separator shield and extra pair features with filled and non-filled versions of all of its standard communications cable construction.
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Improved Boom Mic

Shure Brothers Inc., Evanston, Illinois, introduced an improved version of its Model SM5A unidirectional dynamic microphone that includes features designed to minimize subsonic low frequency transients resulting from rapid boom movement or wind.

Called the SM5C, the new model incorporates a 100 Hz hi-pass filter in the cartridge assembly that significantly reduces subsonic transients. Although these transients often occur at frequencies below audible levels, they can overload the input stage of some recording channels and result in momentary blocking or distortion.

The SM5C Model also includes a hum-bucking coil that improves the signal-to-noise ratio when used in high-magnetic fields, such as power transformers or lighting dimmers.

Like other models in the SM series, the SM5C offers wide range smooth response and a near perfect cardioid pattern. It is ideal for boom applications involving narration, vocals, dialog, and orchestration pickup.
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Further Rules Information

On Page 19

Also See Page 46

For New Products
SEVEN YEARS AGO
AMPEREX GAVE THE TELEVISION INDUSTRY
ITS FIRST PLUMBICON TV CAMERA TUBE...

...LAST MONTH
THE TELEVISION INDUSTRY GAVE AMPEREX
ITS 20,000th ORDER*
FOR THIS STILL UNIQUE, UNDUPPLICATED DEVICE.

In the comparatively short span of time between its introduction and the total conversion of the broadcast industry to its use, the Plumbicon has enjoyed continuing professional acclaim and industry wide endorsement as attested to by its receipt in 1967 of the coveted Emmy from the National Academy of Television Arts and Sciences, by the award of the David Sarnoff Gold Medal by the Society of Motion Picture and Television Engineers, Inc. to Dr. E. F. deHaan, the tube's developer and by the very practical and meaningful award to Amperex of purchase orders for twenty thousand Plumbicon tubes.

How do you say 'Thank You' for such support and such recognition? We feel that the most sincere way to show gratitude to an industry for its support of one's efforts is to rededicate those efforts for the further advancement of that industry.

We therefore pledge that we will continue to devote the greatest part of our energies to the task of keeping ahead of the uncompromising requirements of the television industry and to keep the industry ever supplied with better and better TV camera tubes. Electro-Optical Devices Division, Amperex Electronic Corporation, Slatersville, Rhode Island 02876.

* Early this year, Amperex delivered its 20,000th Plumbicon tube, through its distributor, Satterfield Electronics, to WHA, educational TV station affiliated with the University of Wisconsin.
Now... a company that has AM, FM and TV frequency and modulation monitoring systems.

Now... Belar. Belar is the only company that has the necessary type approvals on all three monitoring systems. Belar accuracy permits use of the maximum power allowable and maximum power means maximum profit. Add to this that all Belar equipment is immediately available.

Isn't it time you stopped running around and finally settled for a company that can handle all your frequency and modulation monitoring needs? Contact Arno Meyer... he'll show you the way.
The FCC's New Technical Standards

By Howard T. Head*

The matter of Technical Standards governing the design, installation and operation of cable systems began to assume increasing importance as cable systems expanded into television broadcast markets. Television broadcasters, anxious to assure that cable systems delivered their signals to subscribers with minimum degradation, urged the FCC to adopt stringent technical requirements. On the other hand, the early cable systems, many of which were marginally designed and marginally profitable, preferred little or no technical regulation.

The first formal proposals to the Commission for the adoption of Technical Standards were made in 1965, and included proposals and counter-proposals by the industry. After a long round of filings and public hearings, the Commission adopted standards "are minimal and should be augmented as soon as possible with Standards covering other technical areas ..." These other areas include the color quality parameters from broadcasters, cable operators, and others. These and additional subsequent filings with the Commission ultimately led to a Commission proposal in 1970, reflecting the Commission's own judgment as to the desirable level of technical regulation consistent with the state of the cable technical art. The Commission's 1970 proposal, only slightly modified as a result of still further comments, was adopted by the Commission along with the new rules dealing with signal carriage, exclusivity, program protection and other non-technical matters.

The new Technical Standards leave a number of important areas for future consideration, the Commission stating that the newly adopted standards "are minimal and should be augmented as soon as possible with Standards covering other technical areas ..." These other areas include the color quality parameters.

---

**TABLE I—COMPARISON OF CABLE TECHNICAL STANDARDS PROPOSALS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performance Factor</th>
<th>Original Proposals</th>
<th>FCC</th>
<th>New FCC Rules</th>
<th>Canadian CATV Regulations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>broadcasters</td>
<td>operators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proof of Performance</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td>Annual</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Visual Carrier Tolerance</td>
<td>±25 kHz</td>
<td>±25 kHz</td>
<td>±50 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aural Carrier Tolerance Receiver</td>
<td>±1 kHz</td>
<td>±1 kHz</td>
<td>±2 kHz</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum/Visual Signal</td>
<td>1 mv</td>
<td>1 mv</td>
<td>500 µv</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permissible Variation in Visual Signal</td>
<td>6 db</td>
<td>3 db</td>
<td>3 dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall:</td>
<td>10 db</td>
<td>12 db</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aural Signal Level Below</td>
<td>13-17 db</td>
<td>13-17 dB</td>
<td>7-17 dB</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hum &amp; Low Freq. Effects</td>
<td>34 dB</td>
<td>36 dB</td>
<td>40 dB</td>
<td>1-4 dB</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal-to-Noise</td>
<td>±2 dB²</td>
<td>±2 dB</td>
<td>±2 dB</td>
<td>46 dB²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Channel Freq. Response</td>
<td>46 db</td>
<td>46 db</td>
<td>46 dB</td>
<td>46 dB²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intermodulation</td>
<td>18 db</td>
<td>18 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Terminal Isolation</td>
<td>10 dB</td>
<td>12 db</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signal at Head End</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ch. 2-6</td>
<td>-93 dBW</td>
<td>-95.3 dBW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7-13</td>
<td>-91</td>
<td>-95.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-83</td>
<td>-87</td>
<td>-89.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Head-End Noise Ch. 2-6</td>
<td>4 db</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Figure 7-13</td>
<td>6 db</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14-83</td>
<td>10 db</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Return Loss</td>
<td>30 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghosting</td>
<td>40 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Subcarrier</td>
<td>±1 dB</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential Gain</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color Subcarrier</td>
<td>±4°</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Differential Phase</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Envelope Delay</td>
<td>0.1 µsec</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Systems Radiation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

1. ± 250 kHz with converters
2. ± 0.5 dB at head-end
3. For color; ±5 kHz for monochrome
4. Provisional standards
5. Subject to further rule-making
EVALUATE VIDEO TAPES

Off-line using the field-proven
RECORTEC
VIDEO TAPE EVALUATOR

- Display total number of edge damages.
- Display total number of surface defects.
- Display total tape time.
- Tape fully cleaned, uniformly packed and degaussed.

Longitudinal testing of video tapes at high speed makes it possible to evaluate and rewind a one-hour reel in 10 minutes. Tape edge damage which can cause control signal variations and audio dropouts is readily identified. Detected video dropouts exhibit excellent correlation with results obtained by evaluating the same tape on a VTR.

If your operation requires testing of tapes, this equipment will quickly pay for itself by keeping your valuable VTR for more productive applications. Additional savings can be obtained by rehbailitating tapes and reducing VTR head wear.

Incidently, it can also be used as a cleaner/winder for tapes with recorded program.

Write or call us for details. Ph. (415) 961-8821

RECORTEC, INC.
160 East Dana St., Mountain View, California 94040

Standards Perspective

An interesting comparison of the principal features of the various standards, both as proposed and adopted, is given in Table I, which lists highlights of the original proposals as advanced by both broadcast and cable interests, along with the FCC proposals and those adopted in Canada by DOC.

The Commission's new technical regulations go considerably beyond the adoption of the Technical Standards and include other aspects of cable system specification. To begin with, the Commission's new Rules require that any new systems built in the top 100 markets have a capacity equivalent to at least 20 television channels (120 MHz). No minimum capacity is specified for markets below the top 100. In the top 100 markets, the cable system is required to devote at least half of the available channel capacity to material other than television broadcast signals. Such requirement is established outside of the top 100 markets.

The new rules establish four classes of CATV channels as follows:

Class I: Television broadcast station carriage
Class II: Local originations not requiring special decoders
Class III: Local originations requiring decoder (Pay-TV) or intended for special receiver
Class IV: "Return" or "response" channels from subscriber terminals to other points

The new CATV Technical Standards are applicable to Class I cable channels only, although the Commission states its intention of specifying Technical Standards for the other classes of channel in the future. With the adoption of the new CATV rules, the Commission created a high-level Cable Television Technical Advisory Committee to deal with the problems of Technical Standards which will include in it
membership, representatives of the interested segments of the cable industry. In addition to this newly established FCC Committee, other groups are active in CATV Technical Standards, including NCTA and special Cable Coordinating Committee of IEEE.

Class I Standards

The Technical Standards established for Class I cable channels deal with frequency stability, subscriber signal levels, signal-to-noise ratios, subscriber terminal isolation, and system radiation. The requirements of each of these general areas are described in the following paragraphs.

A. Frequency Relationships: Channeling on the cable is required to be the same as that established for television broadcasting. However, the Commission will entertain applications for different arrangements if a lowering of need can be made. The visual carrier frequency is to be 1.25 MHz above the lower edge of the television channel. The specified frequency tolerance is ±25 KHz (compared with ±1 KHz for television broadcast stations). The aural carrier must be 4.5 MHz higher in frequency than the visual carrier with a tolerance of ±1 KHz (the same as television broadcasting).

B. Signals Delivered to Subscriber Terminals: The minimum peak visual signal level at the subscriber's terminal is 1 mv/ across a 75-Ohm impedance, or 2 mv/ across a 300-Ohm impedance. The visual signal level on any channel must not vary over a range of more than 12 dB (4:1 voltage ratio). The visual signal level on any given channel may not vary by more than 1 dB from that on either adjacent channel, or by more than 12 dB from that on any other channel. Maximum signal levels are required to be held to values which will not overload a subscriber's receiver.

The aural signal on any given channel must be maintained within ±13 to 17 dB below the associated visual signal level. The amplitude vs. frequency response within any given channel must be held within ±2 dB for all frequencies within ±1 MHz and ±4 MHz of the visual carrier frequency.

C. Signal-To-Noise Ratios: A minimum ratio of 36 dB is specified for visual signal level to system noise, and with respect to offset co-channel interference. This requirement applies to cable subscribers within the predicted Grade B contour of the television station being carried, as well as to signals picked up within the predicted Grade B contour of the television station. The visual signal level variation caused by hum or other low frequency disturbances is not permitted to exceed 5 percent of the visual signal level. Intermodulation products or discrete frequency interfering signals not offset from the television carrier must be at least 46 dB below the visual signal level.

D. Subscriber Terminal Isolation: The isolation between subscribers' terminals must be sufficient to prevent any visible picture impairment for either open-circuited or short-circuited terminals, and in no events less than 18 dB.

Effective Date of Regulations

The new Technical Standards were scheduled to go into effect for new systems on March 31, 1972, and
DISCOVER the SUPERIOR
ALL SOLID STATE
AM FREQUENCY MONITOR

Naturally FROM WILKINSON!

MODEL TAMF-1A
FCC No. 158

* Triac Controlled Crystal Oven
* Instantaneous Operation — No Warm-up Time
* Requires only 5 1/4 inches of Rack Space
* I. C. Regulated Solid State Power Supply
* Self Testing from Front Panel

For complete details write:

WILKINSON
ELECTRONICS, INC.
1937 MacDADE BLVD.
WOODLYN, PA. 19094
PHONE (215) 874-5236 874-5237

DISCOVER the SUPERIOR
ALL SOLID STATE
AM MODULATION MONITOR

Naturally FROM WILKINSON!

MODEL TAMM-1A

* FCC Type Approval No. 156
* Wideband 500 KHz to 26.1 MHz
* Uses Latest IC Innovations
* New as Tommorrow ... Reliable as Forever

For complete details write:

WILKINSON
ELECTRONICS, INC.
1937 MacDADE BLVD.
WOODLYN, PA. 19094
PHONE (215) 874-5236 874-5237
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for existing systems on March 31, 1977. An exception is made in the case of the system radiation requirement above, which was to go into effect March 31, 1972 for all systems. Cable systems are now required to make adequate performance tests to ensure that each system is designed, installed and operated in full compliance with the foregoing requirements.

Complete performance tests must be made at least once each calendar year at intervals not to exceed fourteen months. The test data must be kept on file by the system for at least five years, and must be made available for the Commission inspection on request. The new Technical Standards require each cable system to make measurements that demonstrate compliance with the foregoing requirements. The required tests must include measurements made at at least three widely-separated points in the cable system, at least one of which is representative of a terminal at the end of the longest cable run. The new Technical Standards do not require specific measuring techniques, but do suggest some generally accepted techniques for measuring such items as frequency response, noise, and terminal isolation.

In other areas, the Commission, while not establishing Technical Standards at this time, has set the topic for further study. The areas of study include sources of color picture degradation such as envelope delay, differential gain and differential phase, frequency allocations within the cable network, standards for special cable television receivers, standards for Class II, III, and IV cable channel, and standards for cable carriage with aural broadcast programs.

One of the Commission’s principal aims in permitting increased importation of distant signals into the top 100 markets was to provide services not being realized from the present system of over-the-air television broadcasting. The non-broadcast channel capacity being required under the new regulations is intended to provide channels for public access, educational access, and leased access, that is, channels to be made available to others either free or at a reasonable charge, carrying material whose content is not under the control of the cable system operator.

The Commission recognized that access to channel space is of little value in the absence of suitable program production facilities, and the new rules require that all systems having 3500 or more subscribers have acceptable facilities for local production and presentation other than automated services. These production facilities are required to be made available for public use for the production of programming for the public access channel.

No Technical Standards are established governing the performance of the equipment and the facilities used for program origination. The Commission notes however, the increasing reliance on inexpensive production equipment, noting that while such equipment may not produce signals of the same quality as those employed for broadcast, there appears to be promise of improvement and refinement.

The final new engineering requirement imposed by the new regulations is that all cable systems in the top
TABLE II
A. U.S. Cable System Radiation Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Band</th>
<th>Field Strength $\mu v/m$</th>
<th>Distance feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Below 54 MHz</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54-132 MHz</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>132-216 MHz</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Above 216 MHz</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[1\] 400 $\mu v/m$ in sparsely inhabited areas
\[2\] 1000 $\mu v/m$ in sparsely inhabited areas

B. Canadian Cable System Radiation Standards

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Frequency Band</th>
<th>Field Strength $\mu v/m$</th>
<th>Distance feet</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>50-54 MHz</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>54-88</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>88-216</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

00 markets be built so as to be capable of two-way communication. No details are included, but the return communication capacity is required to be at least on non-voice basis. No bandwidth is specified. The Commission states that it is premature at this time to require systems to provide actual two-way service, but new systems must be built in such a way as to have capacity for return communication which can be added without costly system rebuilding.

Petitions have already been filed asking the Commission to reconsider various aspects of the new cable regulations. As of this writing, however, no serious challenges have been made against the intentions of the new Technical Standards. With the final resolution of the pending petitions, the cable technical standards will become the law of the land.

Now you can save up to 100% on video program control equipment.

No... we’re not having a sale. Our building didn’t burn down and we haven’t lost our lease. But you can save 50 to 100 percent when you buy DYNAIR Series-150 vertical interval program control equipment.

How? You’ll find out quickly when you check the prices of comparable equipment of other manufacturers. For the same capability, you will pay from two to three times as much. And you probably won’t get the quality and reliability of DYNAIR equipment.

On DYNAIR program switches, you won’t find cheap, troublesome sliding fader potentiometers; we use quality gear-driven, locking split-lever controls. Nor will you find other inexpensive and unreliable components. The 150 Series uses the latest silicon solid-state devices available—over 80 percent of which are in integrated-circuit form—the same quality components and temperature-compensated circuitry used in our broadcast and aerospace equipment. Fully color delay compensated too.

If you take time to compare... you’ll buy DYNAIR.

DYNAIR ELECTRONICS, INC.
6360 FEDERAL BOULEVARD
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA 92114
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April, 1972
Now make every second pay off, back-to-back, at random or in sequence

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>LENGTH</th>
<th>PROGRAM</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
<th>CASSETTE NO.</th>
<th>VOLUME</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>7:48:00</td>
<td>:30</td>
<td>FOOD COMM.</td>
<td>Bin 12</td>
<td>522</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:48:30</td>
<td>:10</td>
<td>MOVIE PROMO</td>
<td>Bin 13</td>
<td>684</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:48:40</td>
<td>:60</td>
<td>FLOOR CLEANER COMM.</td>
<td>Bin 14</td>
<td>102</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:49:40</td>
<td>:10</td>
<td>JUICE COMM.</td>
<td>Bin 15</td>
<td>723</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:49:30</td>
<td>:10</td>
<td>COMM. I.D.</td>
<td>Bin 1</td>
<td>468</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:50:00</td>
<td>8:00</td>
<td>LOCAL MORNING SHOW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:58:00</td>
<td>:60</td>
<td>AUTO COMM.</td>
<td>Bin 16</td>
<td>890</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:59:00</td>
<td>:10</td>
<td>MOVIE PROMO</td>
<td>Bin 24</td>
<td>212</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:59:10</td>
<td>:20</td>
<td>COFFEE COMM.</td>
<td>Bin 17</td>
<td>170</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7:59:30</td>
<td>:30</td>
<td>COSMETIC COMM.</td>
<td>Bin 18</td>
<td>650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:00:00</td>
<td>28:45</td>
<td>NETWORK</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:28:45</td>
<td>:15</td>
<td>PUBLIC SERVICE</td>
<td>Bin 19</td>
<td>380</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:29:00</td>
<td>:60</td>
<td>CEREAL COMM.</td>
<td>Bin 20</td>
<td>140</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30:00</td>
<td>:15</td>
<td>LOCAL NEWS OPEN</td>
<td>Bin 22</td>
<td>525</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:30:15</td>
<td>2:30</td>
<td>LOCAL LIVE NEWS</td>
<td>Bin 3</td>
<td>925</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:32:45</td>
<td>:20</td>
<td>MILK COMM.</td>
<td>Bin 4</td>
<td>365</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:33:05</td>
<td>:10</td>
<td>EVENING NEWS PROMO</td>
<td>Bin 5</td>
<td>720</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:33:15</td>
<td>:30</td>
<td>WEATHER</td>
<td>Bin 23</td>
<td>374</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8:34:45</td>
<td>:15</td>
<td>LOCAL NEWS CLOSE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>:30</td>
<td>DEODORANT COMM.</td>
<td>Bin 6</td>
<td>676</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00</td>
<td>:10</td>
<td>I.D.</td>
<td>Bin 7</td>
<td>428</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>:10</td>
<td>&quot;THE MANAGER SPEAKS&quot;</td>
<td>Bin 8</td>
<td>971</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>:10</td>
<td>EVENING NEWS PROMO</td>
<td>Bin 4</td>
<td>36</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5:00</td>
<td>:10</td>
<td>MOVIE PROMO</td>
<td>Bin 24</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

www.americanradiohistory.com
...with the amazing Ampex ACR-25 Video Cassette Recorder/Reproducer


Now, free your reel-to-reel recorders for more profitable enterprises. Avoid make-goods caused by cuing errors. Accommodate last minute changes dictated by market conditions. Make your on-the-air continuity as smooth as your programming. All with the ACR-25.

Created from Ampex third generation video technology, the ACR-25 combines automatic features of the AVR-1 and cassette handling capability that makes it the best short segment recorder available. Completely flexible access and a 10 sec. recycle time that allows back-to-back short segment playback. Reloadable cassettes to eliminate dubbing and the resultant degradation of picture quality. Front accessible transports for easier, quicker maintenance. And all the automatic error correction capabilities of the AVR-1.

Try to imagine doing any of the breaks at the left on any other single machine. Then call your Ampex representative to learn how easy it is with the ACR-25. Or write: National Sales Manager, Audio-Video Systems Division, Ampex Corporation, 401 Broadway, Redwood City, CA 94063

AMPEX

ACR-25

3rd generation quality with cassette ease
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A New Broadcast Service:
The first US FM translator

By Robert A. Jones

It has now been over a year since the Federal Communications Commission finalized Rule Making that permitted FM translators and FM boosters to be legally operated. Up to now there have been some controlled experiments, but no legally authorized stations.

The first application to be filed and accepted by the FCC, was that of Wisconsin Christian Broadcasters, Inc., who requested authority to construct a 1.0 Watt FM translator at Viroqua, Wisconsin. This is FCC file Number BPHT-1. However, trouble was quick in coming. For example, in order to be granted a license, one has to specify a "type accepted" translator. There was no such equipment available last year. It has only been now, one year later, that equipment is available.

But let's first, review the difference and advantages of both boosters and translators, for those who are not yet acquainted with them.

In some circles these are referred to as FM satellites. And, in a sense, they are. They do not normally generate nor originate any programs, but repeat a retransmitted program originated by some regular FM stations. The FCC Rules provide for two types of satellites: boosters and translators.

An FM Translator has three important points that set it apart from an FM Booster. These are First, the power level is restricted to either 1.0 or 10 Watts. By power I am referring to the power output of the translator. Now, why the difference in power outputs? This is because the FCC Rules say that those people lucky enough to locate their translators west of the Mississippi can operate with 10 Watts. The rest of us are stuck with 1.0 Watt. Keep in mind that these power levels are regardless of where the primary FM station is located. For example if you were to pick up WHA-FM and translate it from a point at Dubuque, Iowa you could operate with 10 Watts. If, however, you translated it from East Dubuque, Illinois you could employ only 1.0 Watts.

Input-Output Frequencies

The Second point deals with the fact that the input and the output frequencies must be different. Actually this is where the name Translator comes from, since in effect we are changing or "translating" the incoming signal to a new frequency.

The last point to recognize about translators is that their output frequency must be on one of the twenty Class "A" channels. Please note that the "input" can be on a Class "A", a Class "B", a Class "C", or even on educational channels.

There are four major points that distinguish an FM Booster. First, the power can be 10 Watts regardless of which side of the Mississippi you locate. Second, the input and output frequencies are the same. No "translating". Next, they have to operate on the same channel as the primary station they are repeating. Possibly the choice of the word repeater would have been more descriptive than the word booster to represent this type of FM satellite. And lastly, these Boosters must be located geographically within the theoretical 1.0 MV/M contour of the primary station.

The drawing shows a hypothetical allocation of two FM translators and one FM Booster used to extend the coverage of a given FM station. As you can see, the two translators are located well beyond the 1.0 MV/M contour of the primary station. While the booster is within this same contour.

Site Location

The reason that the coverage of each of these three satellites is drawn as a tear-drop shaped con-
tour, instead of a circle, is that all FM satellites will employ highly directional antennas. In fact such antennas will be used both for receiving and for transmitting.

At this point some engineers may question why anyone would want to, or even have to, locate a booster within his 1.0 MV/M contour. Fig. 3 is a possible situation where a booster would be helpful. Just to the north of Madison, Wisconsin lie the Baraboo Hills. They effectively block off all FM reception from the Madison area FM stations. A “line-of-sight” signal from WRVB-FM (a typical Madison station) would completely miss covering the city of Baraboo. If however an FM Booster were installed on top of one of these hills, it could easily “fill-in” this city, insofar as service from WRVB-FM is concerned. I’m sure many other possible cases of holes in other existing FM stations’ service areas will come to mind.

I think by now you can appreciate the difference between FM boosters and FM satellites, and how each can be used by any FM station to improve or extend its signal.

Our efforts at Viroqua were delayed as we searched for a manufacturer to construct an FM translator to apply for type acceptance. After many months of getting the standard answer, “We are working on one; but it may be a few weeks until we complete it”; I realized the only way to get one licenseable, was to build it myself. Had I known the problems I was in for, I doubt if I would have done it.

The photo and the block design show the Model J-316 translator, the first licensed translator in the United States. The input signal comes in at the top left. The first box is the MOS FET RF preamp. The following box is the down con-

---

**Fig. 2.** Hypothetical allocation of two translators and one booster. The teardrop shape of their coverage is the result of using highly directional antennas.

**Fig. 3.** An example of how FM service can be brought into a previously inaccessible area.
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Antenna Requirements
In most cases antennas will be the same regardless of whether it is to be used with a booster or a translator. I used a ten element YAGI for this first licensed station at Viroqua, Wisconsin. Identical types for receiving and transmitting will be employed.
To properly receive an FM sig-
nal, some distance from the primary station, one needs as much gain amplification as well as directivity at the receiving end of the path as one can readily obtain. In most cases the receiving antenna will be mounted one at the top of the tower. In addition to the gain characteristics, it will also be helpful to utilize the high degree of suppression off the sides and the back of the YAGI antenna to eliminate co-channel or first adjacent channel interference. After all, you want to repeat only one FM station, not all those in the area. There are several good manufacturers of single channel FM antennas, or they can be constructed out of aluminum tubing using simple formulas such as one finds in the American Radio Relay League handbook.

My work to date has shown that we can install our receiving and our transmitting antenna on the same tower, in the case of an FM translator, provided that they are not closer than 50 feet. Also, it is desirable to have the direction of each at about right angles so as to minimize interaction. If you plan to use an on-channel booster, then it is necessary that they be physically separated by as much distance as possible. One of the best methods is to locate the receiving antenna and transmitting antenna on opposite sides of a hill or mountain peak. In any event I recommend at least 300 feet separation.

The map represents the coverage of the Viroqua translator. Keep in mind this is the FCC predicted coverage using the 50:50 curves of Section 73.333 of the Rules. Listeners with good FM receivers or outside antennas may copy this one Watt device at two or three times the distance predicted.

Commercials on Translators

A final thought should be considered. First, locally originated spot announcements and commercials can be programmed over translators. The FCC reasoning behind this, I am told, is to provide a means for local support of FM translators. Keep in mind that such announcements are limited to 20 seconds in length. The Model J316 described above does have the capability of making local cut-in’s by adding one small sub-chassis. No other FM translator, as yet approved by the FCC is so equipped.

Obviously, if enough translators are built, and the need for local announcements to provide financial support is great enough, manufacturers will develop such a device.
Redesigning for low studio noise

By Dana P. Doiron

The elimination of noise (unwanted sound) has always been part of the design criteria of radio and television stations and recording studios. Until recently, however, such a construction specification was costly and, in many cases, without promise of satisfaction.

Before installing $380,000 worth of new equipment and spending $120,000 renovating its headquarters, Eastern Sound Co., a North American producer of professional sound recordings, wanted assurance that the finished job would provide studios and control facilities which met exacting standards in elimination of background noise.

Murray A. Shields, Eastern's Vice President and General Manager, describes their specifications as almost impossible. "We have two control rooms and one sound studio, separated from each other by 38-inch-thick walls. For these installations to operate simultaneously, the leakage of sound from each to the others had to be reduced to a minimum.

"Cominco's Sheald reduced sound leakage by 90 decibels. That's an extremely high degree of isolation." (To give some idea of what this means: The normal background in

---

Fig. 1 Exterior of Eastern Sound's studio in Toronto. Renovation did not disturb old building exterior.

Fig. 2 This construction shows the various layers of materials used in soundproofing and decoration. (Photo by Heavy Construction News.)

Fig. 3 Murray Shields, VP and general manager of Eastern Sound, at the control console in the new studio. Note black scrim and dowelling in background. Worker in Fig. 2 demonstrates details.
a room is about 40 decibels. The human pain threshold for sound intensity begins at about 125 decibels. Eastern Sound's working level is about 115 decibels, so 25 decibels or less penetrate into other rooms—far less than normal background sound.)

But they were met. And Sheald*, a continuously cast thin lead sheet product is largely the reason.

The noise barrier qualities of lead have long been recognized as ideal but the high cost of rolling sheet lead has been a prohibiting factor even in many of the most critical areas.

Cominco Ltd. developed Sheald at its Product Research Centre at Sheridan Park, Ontario. The continuous casting process produces thin (1/64 in. to 3/64 in.) lead sheet that is uniform, malleable, dense and an economical alternative to rolled lead. It can be cut with a knife or scissors and can be installed by construction or maintenance personnel without special training.

The acoustical contractor employed by Eastern had previously worked with Sheald. However, for this critical application he approached Cominco for technical assistance on the project. On Cominco's recommendation, the walls and ceilings of the rooms were lined with Sheald (3 lb./sq. ft., 3/64 in. thick). Joints were sealed with lead tape.

Over this, 1 inch x 2 inch wooden slats were placed vertically at 18 inch centers. Fiberglass insulation was laid between the slats and a finish of coarse-weave fiberglass cloth, dyed black, covered the walls and ceiling. As a result, environmental control was effectively accomplished through absorption (fiberglass) and isolation by the barrier metal—Sheald.

For decorative purposes, natural finish 1/4 inch diameter oak dowelling was placed vertically at three inch centers and offset from the wall 1/2 inch. The result—a clean, modern and soundproof studio system.

Other features incorporated in the renovation include a 4 ft. x 14 ft. window (between the studios and control room) made up of two panes of 3/8 in. plate glass with an average 6 in. air space between. All floors are independent of the wall structures to prevent possible transmission of sound from floor to wall.

Each room has a separate air-conditioning unit with silencers. The supply and return duct work is insulated on the inside and where ducts pass through the ceiling it is sealed with acoustic caulking and with Sheald interlocked around the duct.

Entrances to studios and control room each have two doors which incorporate Sheald in their construction.

The shell of the old building is much the same as it was more than a hundred years ago. But, the interior, altered many times over the years, now houses one of the most modern sound recording installations in North America.

*Trademark of Cominco Ltd.
Wow and flutter in disc recordings
Measurement techniques and check list for turntable maintenance.

By Mahlon C. Stacy*

Most people in this country come into contact with music which is reproduced from disc equipment. There are many factors which influence a signal being stored on the disc. But wow, flutter, and noise are the only factors which inject undesirable effects. In this article I will discuss the causes and effects of wow and flutter in the reproduction system.

Wow and Flutter are, effectively, the same measurement. In fact, it is difficult to separate them when making instrument measurements. They are caused by periodic irregularities in the velocity of the medium, in this case the rotational speed of the record. Rotational speed that is the culprit, and this means that the frequency and amplitude of the actual wow and flutter will not change at any radius on the disc.

Wow is now seen as speed changes which occur once for each revolution of the record. Flutter frequencies are higher than once per revolution from about 5 Hz to 200 Hz. They were originally recognized separately due to their separate effects on the reproduction of the sound.

The effect of wow to the listener is a slowly changing reproduced frequency, when the wow frequencies are from zero to about 7 Hz. Flutter will be noticed as sidebands which add to and subtract from the recorded sound, when the flutter frequencies are between 50 and 200 Hz. Between 7 and 50 Hz, the flutter can be noticed as a change in the tonal quality of the recorded sound.

Wow, Flutter Standards
Frequency modulation is most noticeable in a single-frequency sine wave. Wow and flutter in turntables is usually characterized by a complex wave form, and thus is not so directly noticeable. How-
that it relies upon a test record which, since it must be produced on a turntable, contains wow and flutter of its own. It cannot be separated from the wow and flutter of the system under test. Manufacturers of disc recording lathes have spent considerable time and effort to keep the wow and flutter in their lathes at a low level, and it is considerably lower in the final record than in the average reproducing turntable. However, for close measurements, this inherent flutter must be considered.

Check List For Wow And Flutter

The causes of wow and flutter in turntables can usually be separated into wow factors and flutter factors. Wow can be caused by any or all of the following:

1. Lack of balance in the platter or flywheel of the turntable.
2. Dimensional irregularities in the flywheel and/or platter. These include concentricities of the drive point and the record spindle, and flatness and perpendicularity of the playing surface.

3. Deficiencies in the bearing structure, lubrication, wear, alignment, and surface finish of the bearings and shaft can influence the wow reading.

Flutter can be caused by:

1. Surface irregularities of the flywheel, idler, or motor shaft.
2. Dimensional irregularities, such as roundness, concentricity, and perpendicularity of running surfaces.
3. Condition of bearings, pulley and motor.
5. Slippage of friction drive points.

Basic wow and flutter characteristics are usually designed into a turntable. The numbers will be affected by the weight of the platter, size of the idler, torque of the motor, and other parameters which cannot be changed when the turntable is in use. However, certain causes of wow and flutter can create problems and be corrected with simple maintenance. This would include proper lubrication at the intervals prescribed by the manufacturer, to retain ideal bearing qualities and replacement of worn or slipping idlers or belts. Naturally, it is a good idea to discover and correct any problems before they are pointed out by your listeners.

How much wow and flutter is acceptable depends upon the application to which the turntable will be subjected. Top 40 format radio stations can tolerate more wow and flutter than classical FM stations, due to the types of music played. The normal range of wow and flutter in modern broadcast turntables is from 0.12 percent to 0.35 percent, Peak, unweighted.

Published specifications do not usually indicate the method of measurement used to derive the result, and as such can be deceiving. A summary of the correspondence between various readings is shown in the chart.

In conclusion, wow and flutter are real quantities which can plague an engineering staff if not fully understood. Some causes of wow and flutter can be eliminated in the studio as a part of normal maintenance, but the basic characteristics require quality design and manufacturing.

I am always amazed at the lack of information available on basic telephony. It will be my purpose to 'expose' the telephone in terms of how one might connect to the telephone in a very practical sense and use that connection in broadcasting.

Every radio station in which I have been employed has had some phone 'patch' problem which has really pointed up the lack of information in this field. The station at which I am presently employed had nothing more than a 2 mfd capacitor between the telephone and the console and a 5 kW AM transmitter sitting downstairs. I have spent many hours devising a means and improving that means of access in to the telephone.

Basic Telephony

The average DC resistance of the standard WE 500D set is 100 Ohms, with the older 302 set being slightly higher and of fixed value. The WE 500D set, as well as most modern telephone sets, has some voltage/current dependent variable resistive elements which compensate for loop losses and vary the resistance of the telephone over a measured range of 80 to 120 Ohms.

The telephone could be reduced to a simple on/off switch, a dial or pulsing arrangement noting that the dial is a normally closed item, an earphone and a carbon microphone all connected in series.

The heart of any telephone is an induction coil which is contained in the "network" of the modern telephone. The WE designation for the network in the modern 500 series set is 425E. It has a multiple winding transformer 'induction' coil, three varisters, a few ordinary resistors and capacitors, and a terminal area on top. It is the terminal area we'll consider first.

Figure 1 is an illustration showing the terminal area pictorially and a schematic presentation of the connection made there on. For privacy, you should make your broadcast loop connections at F and C on the 425E. Do not attempt to mute the handset at B by switching the common lead because all that will happen is that the side-tone balance of the set will be destroyed and the handset will still be hot; break the microphone lead at B to mute the microphone.

Figure 2 is the usual method of bridging the broadcast connection. Figure 3 shows the so-called 'hybrid' arrangement with the nulling feature. I have tried several different nulling arrangements, resistive bridge and the like in transistor equivalent, and have almost consistently been plagued with two problems: return echo distortion (which seemed to take the edge of the moderator's voice) and loss which almost certainly required microphone level reamplification.

The receive level from the phone line coupling circuit of Figure 2 will be approximately a -20 dBm when the line is terminated in the 425E network. This is just about right for the medium level inputs of most broadcast consoles. I recommend the terminating of the phone line in what ever type of load that might be present in your telephone set for proper "match" to the phone circuits in your area and thus usually recover maximum audio.

Terminate It Yourself

You should anticipate a 10 to 20 dB range between transmit and receive levels through your audio coupler. Good audio practice dictates some type of isolation to break up the effects of stray grounds and accompanying noise problems. The impedance of the phone line is generally in the area of 900 Ohms and good audio recovery will result from a transformer input impedance of 200 to 1000 Ohms bridging the telephone circuit.

In the KATN system I use a Stancor A-4350 transformer tapped 500/500 which has a DC resistance of approximately 10 Ohms. In previous systems I have used telephone repeater coils with good success but with telephone repeater coils you have to watch phasing as most coils have 4 windings and they also have different values of impedance.

A comment on the size of coupling capacitor in the audio coupler. The telephone circuit established in a cross town call is not of the elementary circuit conceived as a system of two sets with a battery in series but instead consists of a local battery in series with a supervisory/signaling relay and your particular receiving set and then coupled through the switching equipment to the called party with a 1 to 2 mfd capacitor. Due to this coupling capacitor, there is not much value in exceeding a 2 mfd capacitance since your coupling reactance at the low end is not going to be any better than that established by the coupling capacitor in the phone company central office.

*KATN AM-FM, Boise, Idaho
DC loop resistances are very important and should be considered when designing your audio coupler. The following concerns this fact and the current required for the supervisory/signaling function which prevents unintentional disconnect. Relating to central office equipment:

"For Step-By-Step and Panel Offices: Maximum loop resistance of 850 and 1200 Ohms respectively, limited by supervisory signaling and dial puling requirements.

For No. 5 Crossbar and ESS offices: Maximum loop resistance of 1300 Ohms, based primarily on transmission considerations." As stated previously, the DC resistance of the modern telephone is approximately 100 Ohms and your audio coupler DC value should approach that of the telephone set.

Key Control Systems

Figure 4 gives you the basic key control designations. When you seize the phone circuit, you tie all three lines into their respective circuits. To release the circuit, you must break all three lines at once. To produce a hold, you break the A1 control circuit first, then the other two lines. Once a circuit is on hold, you cannot recover the circuit inside your plant by terminating across T and R until the A1 circuit has been re-established. If the circuit has not been placed on hold, you can seize the circuit with T and R, but the light indicators on the key set will not show the circuit to be in use.

You will have to examine your own plant in knowledge of Figure 4 and its functional analysis. There are many different key sets in the field and within the KATN plant, I found three key sets with different terminal layouts and designations in similar 500 series key telephones.

One approach I would recommend is that you get the telephone company to provide you with a key "pad" and extend the proper control functions from that into your system.

KATN Auto-Patch

The KATN system was designed for maximum talk show flexibility and operator ease of control. We do not use a beeper unit or a talk delay system. We work into a key system and thus must perform all the functions of Figure 4 plus proper line termination. Line selection is made in two ways. The KATN system is tandem, with a conference tie facility such that the operator can have two phone lines on the air at the same time. The two line selection methods are (a) the key set on the phone in the studio and (b) the conference tie unit which has a rotary switch for line selection and performs all the functions of the key set. This conference tie unit can serve as the primary means of line selection if the key set breaks, which has happened in the middle of a program.

A third backup is provided by line selection in the usual manner and coupled into the console through a circuit similar to Figure 2. The operator never touches the phone except to select the line on the key set in normal operation, but may in a given situation, pick up the phone and talk to the party in full privacy.

Located directly in front of the

![Fig. 1 The WE 425E network. Without a dial, RR and C are the normal inputs to the network. L1 and L2 are not normally used in a key set. Dial is shown at rest and hang switch is off hook. C is sometimes a solder connection.](image1)

![Fig. 2 The usual method of bridging the broadcast connection.](image2)

![Fig. 3 Hybrid arrangement with nulling feature.](image3)
Fig. 4 Basic key control designations.

Fig. 5 Schematic of the KATN auto-patch unit.

An operator on the console are three push buttons which control access to both systems and full release. Individual release buttons are provided on the conference tie unit along with a hold button, system status switch and conference mode switch along with line indicating lights and selection switch. Figure 5 is the schematic of the KATN Auto-Patch. P1 and P2 controls phone line access by energizing K3 or K4 respectively thus terminating the phone line in a Stancor A-4350 500/500 transformer and
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amplifier out to read a tor and system status switch S4. K4. K6 respective of finds its System contacts, completing the approximately effective Patch stabilizing the trol the switching K1, simple turn to the same party(s) with a fier giving during this time. K5.

There are two positions on the system status switch which are air and hold which allows the moderator to leave the phone lines briefly to read a commercial and then return to the same party(s) with a simple flip of a switch. K6 controls K1, K2 and K5. K1 and K2 control the switching of the AGC amplifier out of the program circuit and into the phone system thereby stabilizing the output of the Auto-Patch into the console utilizing an effective compression range of approximately 30 dB.

The output of the console is switched directly into the limiter during this time. K5 switches the outputs of the stereo microphone preamps from the console mixing busses and into the booster amplifier giving adequate transmission level into the phone lines. The 8/200 transformer is a 25 V constant voltage line transformer tapped at 2 Watts. Diodes are GE-504 and relays are P&B KHP17D11 24 Volt.

Figure 6 provides some additional insight into the control theory of the Auto-Patch. The Conf. Mode switch was a late addition to the Auto-Patch. This switch locks up K4, thus preventing accidental release of the phone interview party and removes the normal holding circuit of K4. The moderator may still use the system status switch to break away briefly, if desired.

RF Fields and the Phone Patch

Your problems here can be three fold. Detected transmitter audio is usually one of the first ones noted and if present before work starts on your phone connector, have the telephone company come out and put their RFI filter units on the stations' lines or you will have problems all the way.

The second problem is that of detected transmitter audio after connection of your phone patch, which will cause your transmitter to chirp and just generally have a good case of the birdies. Check your grounding of the patch: (a faraday shield in your coupling transformer might help). Following this is good RF isolation the telephone lines from the phone patch.

The third problem is that of side band splatter and hum, which are both related to having a good quiet mike circuit. Note on Figure 5 that I have 1000 mfd/12V filter capacitor following the zener. A buzz o the sidebands can usually be eliminated by the addition of a 5 kHz low-pass filter on the output o phone patch provided you don't get some harmonic addition and shouldn't if your equipment is up to proof.

Telco Relations

Talk to the phone company first with them and remember the they are in the business of working for you. If they can provide the equipment that you need, lease from them; and if they don't, the build your own, usually with the blessings. It's a two way wire...
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Recording Equipment Maintenance Manual Is Now Available

Nortronics Company, Inc., manufacturer of magnetic heads, has announced the availability of a new, 16-page manual which provides comprehensive information about recording equipment maintenance.

Entitled "Recording Equipment Maintenance Manual", the new publication is industry's first complete treatment of the need for preventive maintenance and the simple techniques that will keep recorders functioning to original specifications. It includes detailed data on magnetic heads in terms of the way accumulated dirt and oxide can degrade performance; information on demagnetization, splicing and slicing tapes, lubrication and quid and spray cleaners.

A typical maintenance program presented in chart form, along with Nortronics' LOOK-TOUCH-LISTEN approach to head examination and evaluation. Finally, the manual provides five pages which detail Nortronics' new QM-SERIES of maintenance accessories.

Copies of the Nortronics "Recording Equipment Maintenance Manual" may be obtained from Nortronics distributors, or by writing to Nortronics Company, Inc., 140 Wayzata Boulevard, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416.

Anderson Laboratories forms CATV Subsidiary

Anderson Laboratories has a new subsidiary—Optical Communications—that will surely bring some innovations to the cable industry.

The new company, to be located in Orlando, Florida, will be developing short-haul communications systems. This will include video links designed for broadcast and CATV uses. The initial objective of the company will be to take part in the evolution of data links or common carriers and to participate in the growth of CATV and their cable systems through multi-channel video transmission links.

To stop "Grade B" coverage loss, and cut down on co-channel interference, Tracor can give you...

Up to 20 miles additional coverage through almost complete elimination of co-channel interference with the FCC-type-approved TRACOR 6500 Carrier Stabilization System.

No venetian blinds—just a good picture when the TRACOR 6500 Carrier Stabilization System drives each transmitter. Co-channel carriers are held so constant (within 0.05 Hz) that visibility of the beat pattern is reduced 16 dB. The inherent stability of rubidium frequency standards also eliminates the need for constant adjustment by the personnel on duty making the 6500 ideal for remote-site operations.

Now in use and proven in the field.

For further information, write or call Tracor Industrial Instruments, 6500 Tracor Lane, Austin, Texas 78721, AC 512/926/2800
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Computer Assisted Engineering

By Morris Courtright*

Much has been written about the wonders of a broadcast automation system or computer and the great help it can be to the station operating staff. Very little has been said, however, about how a computer can help the engineer.

With the aid of a friendly computer and an acquaintance with at least one computer language called FORTRAN, much of the sweat and toil can be taken out of many engineering calculations. It is not even required that you become a computer expert, just be able to write your problems in words the computer can understand.

First, what is this language called FORTRAN? The letters are an acronym for Formula Translation, and that is exactly what it was intended for: to translate your everyday formulas into something the computer can solve. One of the oldest symbolic languages, FORTRAN is also one of the most common in engineering and scientific circles. And, for good reason. It is easy for engineers to work with.

Language Translation

For example, the well known equation for resonant frequency \( f = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{LC}} \) becomes \( f = \frac{1}{2\pi \sqrt{L \cdot C}} \) in FORTRAN, \( R1R2/R1+R2 \) becomes \( (R1 \cdot R2)/(R1 + R2) \), and \( E=IR \) becomes \( E=IR \). Simply, you use the +, -, / symbols as usual for arithmetic operations, while multiplication becomes * and exponentiation is **. Included are built-in subroutines to calculate the Sine (SIN), Square Root (SQR), natural logarithm (ALOG), and many others.

There are, of course, some rigid rules about the use of parentheses, variable names and the methods of getting the data into and out of the machine. You will also discover those very handy things called DO Loops, IF statements, GO TO's and so on, but you will find that all can be easily learned with relatively little effort. At least enough to solve your problems.

An example of how the computer can be of great help is that basic broadcast engineering problem of coverage prediction. Whether for a new station or changes to an existing one, the problem usually entails much calculation and head scratching.

Figuring Pattern Coverage

Long familiar to most engineers, figuring out the coverage of an AM pattern to fit into the existing coverage of some 4351 stations can be a tedious, time consuming task. Predictions of FM or TV coverage, usually by use of appropriate charts in the Rules, many times require supplemental calculations when the antenna height is less than 100 ft above average terrain.

As in most cases in engineering when all else fails, go back to basic theory. In this case, the old wave propagation equations. With the appropriate formula in hand, the next step is to sit down with slide rule, desk calculator, pencil, paper and copious amounts of coffee and figure out the coverage. At least that has been the traditional approach. Now, however, relief is at hand. Much of the tedious hand calculation can be done quite effortlessly by computer.

First though, a quick look at the method of array calculation. As developed over the years, the field strength equation is:

\[ F(\theta,\phi) = E_{F_1}(O) \sqrt{2F} \sqrt{1 + \frac{\cos(2\theta)\cos(2\phi)}{2F}} \]

Perhaps not so well known is the basic far field equation:

\[ F(\theta,\phi) = 1 + \frac{K_r \cos(\phi)}{\cos(\phi)^2 + \sin(\phi)^2} \]

Either can be used depending on your inclination, but in this particular case the latter was employed. Results were checked against the traditional method and formula, at least in every case the results were within 1 percent of each other.

Figure 1 shows the pattern of a typical array hand calculated the traditional manner. Most of y
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Station or Company</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Address/City</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State</td>
<td>Zip</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 9 17 25 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89 97 105 113 121 129 137 145 153 161 169 177 185 193 201</td>
<td>1 9 17 25 33 41 49 57 65 73 81 89 97 105 113 121 129 137 145 153 161 169 177 185 193 201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2 10 18 26 34 42 50 58 66 74 82 90 98 106 114 122 130 138 146 154 162 170 178 186 194 202</td>
<td>2 10 18 26 34 42 50 58 66 74 82 90 98 106 114 122 130 138 146 154 162 170 178 186 194 202</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 67 75 83 91 99 107 115 123 131 139 147 155 163 171 179 187 195 203</td>
<td>3 11 19 27 35 43 51 59 67 75 83 91 99 107 115 123 131 139 147 155 163 171 179 187 195 203</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76 84 92 100 108 116 124 132 140 148 156 164 172 180 188 196 204</td>
<td>4 12 20 28 36 44 52 60 68 76 84 92 100 108 116 124 132 140 148 156 164 172 180 188 196 204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5 13 21 29 37 45 53 61 69 77 85 93 101 109 117 125 133 141 149 157 165 173 181 189 197 205</td>
<td>5 13 21 29 37 45 53 61 69 77 85 93 101 109 117 125 133 141 149 157 165 173 181 189 197 205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 14 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 78 86 94 102 110 118 126 134 142 150 158 166 174 182 190 198 206</td>
<td>6 14 22 30 38 46 54 62 70 78 86 94 102 110 118 126 134 142 150 158 166 174 182 190 198 206</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 15 23 31 39 47 55 63 71 79 87 95 103 111 119 127 135 143 151 159 167 175 183 191 199 207</td>
<td>7 15 23 31 39 47 55 63 71 79 87 95 103 111 119 127 135 143 151 159 167 175 183 191 199 207</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96 104 112 120 128 136 144 152 160 168 176 184 192 200 208</td>
<td>8 16 24 32 40 48 56 64 72 80 88 96 104 112 120 128 136 144 152 160 168 176 184 192 200 208</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
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To start or renew your subscription to Broadcast Engineering on a no-charge subscription basis you must check all appropriate boxes, print your name and address, sign and return this card promptly.

Please check all boxes that apply and occupation title

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPTION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>AM Radio Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>FM Radio Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>TV Station, Commercial Broadcast Equipment Mfr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>CATV System</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>CCTV or Instructional TV</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>Campus Radio Station</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>Consulting Firm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPTION</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>Owner, President, Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>General Mgr., Station Mgr., Educ. Advisor or Director</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>□</td>
<td>Chief Engineer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Are you responsible for more than one station or facility? □ Yes □ No

Please sign here

---

**Please Print**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Title</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Station or Co.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Street</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City</td>
<td>State</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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well know this plot represents quite a few man hours of effort. However, with the aid of our friendly computer the same pattern can be generated in about 1½ minutes, including program compilation time. The actual calculation takes about 20 seconds. Not only is the pattern generated, but also a table of field strengths in one degree increments rather than the traditional 10 degree increments. The computer generated pattern and data are shown in Figures 2 and 3.

**Question Of Accuracy**

The question of accuracy usually arises whenever a computer is used. The answer to that question is obtained by running a batch of problems with known answers and comparing results. In the case of the program for the AM directional pattern, tests show accuracies on the order of 1 percent in most cases and seldom above 3 percent. Considering the limitations of slide rule accuracy, the question of whether the computer results or the manual results are most accurate is left to your discretion.

Another example of using a computer to do the tedious work is that of FM coverage prediction for negative antenna heights. This time,
theory is combined with empirical data to achieve the desired results. The basic plane earth propagation formula is adjusted by a factor to account for terrain shadowing:

\[ E = \frac{2E_0 (\sin 2\pi h/H)}{D + \lambda D} \]

Figure 4 is the print out of results from the solution of this equation and Figure 5 is the actual computer program used. Accuracy in this case is only about 4 percent as compared to FCC figure 73.333. The major problem in improving accuracy is determining the exact effect of terrain shadowing upon the theoretical plane earth propagation. The same problem exists, though, whether hand calculated or computed calculated and does not at all detract from the value of using the computer to perform the calculations. In fact, with a computer, many runs can be made in a short time to determine the exact fit for experimental data; something that would take many hours if done by manual methods.

Solving Other Problems

There are many other problems encountered in engineering that readily lend themselves to solutions by computer, with the saving of many man hours in the engineer's harried day. Filter networks, impedance matching pads, transmitter operating parameters, circuit design and even job scheduling are examples of problems that are solved by a computer in seconds. Some of the equations may even seem trivial, but if you are involved in solving them many times over, the computer will be of great assistance.

In general, there are three reasons for considering use of a computer to solve your engineering problems: 1) involved or complex equations, 2) equations with many repetitive calculations, or 3) equations with large amounts of input data. In any of these cases, the time saved is well worth the time and effort spent in writing the program.
Commission Proposes Land Mobile Changes

The FCC has proposed a rule making that would permit non-government fixed and land mobile operations in the 1427-1435 MHz band.

Proposed amendments would affect Parts 2, 89, 91 and 93 of the Rules, and the changes would allow telemetering operations on a secondary basis to existing services.

The frequencies (1427-1429) involve presently shared space for telescommand services and (1429-1435) exclusive government radio services.

The proposed land mobile telemetering service would be limited to the local area, industrial, public safety and land transportation applications to be coordinated with Government users on a case-by-case basis. The Commission said that extensive fixed and land mobile telemetering operations requiring wide area frequency clearance would not be authorized. Systems which could not tolerate interference from the primary users of the band because of public safety or other factors, would not be authorized, the Commission said, and base stations would be limited to telescommand.

Considerable use can be made of the proposed allocation, despite the limitations imposed in order to minimize the potential of harmful interference to the primary services. (Among the potential uses—home meter reading, railroad crossing warning, and environmental telemetry systems.) Comments received in Docket 18924 (deletion of aeronautical telemetering to provide for land mobile (telemetry in Industrial Radio Services) indicate a growing need for land telemetering in industrial, public safety and land transportation applications which might be accommodated in this higher range of the spectrum, the Commission said.

Comments may be submitted by May 9, 1972, and reply comments by May 23, 1972.

Acoustics Book Available

Acoustics Of Studios And Auditoria was written by V. S. Mankovsky. Dr. Mankovsky has succeeded in presenting the whole of acoustics, sound insulation, and noise control as a neat and logical sequence, with sufficient basic theory to give the reader a thorough understanding of the subject and enable him to apply his knowledge to new situations. At the same time there is a mass of design information which makes it a useful work of reference.

The book is unique in that it is a statement of the modern approach to studio acoustics in the USSR, and the differences in outlook and methods between the USSR and the West are of unusual interest; for instance, the author's treatment of stereophony is strikingly different, and the methods of analysis of

(Continued on page 53)
Saving Time On Pulse Failures

After a failure of one of the driving pulses that was not discovered until a camera was turned on causing the loss of a production, it became apparent that we needed a pulse failure alarm.

The pulse system used at the University of Michigan Medical Television facility consists of dual Grass Valley Group 950, 955 sync generators with automatic change over feeding Telemet 3202 pulse distribution amplifiers. The time our problem occurred was when one of the DA's failed.

This particular type of DA has a relay that controls a light on the front panel to show the presence of a driving pulse. When failure occurs, the relay closes a contact on the mounting frame. Looking at the design, it was decided to make use of this contact. If a DA fails, the contact closes on that DA. If the sync generator fails, all DA's close the contact.

The construction is straightforward. I built the unit on a rack panel. It could even be built to fit in one space of the Telemet DA tray. The alarm used was a Mallory SC 628 P Sonalert. This one has a pulsating output so that it would not be confused with those on the cameras. A pair of lights and a test switch were included to check the alarm system if a light burns out on a DA and to satisfy those who wanted to play with it at installation time. After several months of operation it is felt that the test switch could have been left out of the design and replaced with a light.

The alarm system can be mounted at the same location as the sync generator and DA's. If desired, a second Sonalert can be remoted to give notice in several locations at the same time.

If different pulse DA's are used that do not have a relay in them, one could be installed. Sample the pulse just before the output stage and drive a transistor to conduction that is in series with a relay. The pulse could even be sampled in the sync generator if desired.

H. C. Hill
University of Michigan
Medical Television
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

\[
\text{PARTS LIST}
\]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>NEWARK #</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>One DiaLine Light 188-9730-14-602</td>
<td>66-1006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Two DiaLine Red Len Caps 188-1471</td>
<td>60-1138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
A Filmaways Company
8610 Brookville Rd., Silver Spring, Md. 20910
(301) 588-4983
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How to get your share of the Latin American broadcast market.

Right now, there are close to 6,000 radio and television stations in Spanish-speaking areas of the world. Competition among stations is keen. To remain competitive - and keep pace with Latin America's rapidly growing economy - their equipment must be kept in top condition. Clearly, a substantial market exists for all kinds of broadcast equipment and components. New and used.

One publication — RÁDIO y TELEVISIÓN — serves this vast purchasing potential. It provides saturation coverage among buyers and those who influence purchasing at broadcast facilities throughout Latin America and Spain. Owners, managers, engineers and technicians at commercial and educational radio and TV stations, recording studios, electronic equipment manufacturers and related businesses.

As the Spanish-language counterpart of Broadcast Engineering, RÁDIO y TELEVISIÓN delivers technically-oriented editorial aimed at helping readers to select, operate and maintain equipment and components for maximum signal quality. This unique content provides the precise environment that induces buyer receptivity. It enables advertisers to "sell the broadcaster when his mind is on signal quality."

There's a lot more to the story. And we'd be happy to give you more information about this unique medium and the dynamic market it serves. Just circle the Reader Service number or write directly to:

RÁDIO y TELEVISIÓN
The technical journal of the Latin American broadcasting industry.
1014 WYANDOTTE STREET • KANSAS CITY, MISSOURI 64105

Electro-Voice

Skylab — NASA's most ambitious project to date — with a program of 3 separate crews planning to spend tours of from 28 to 56 days in the orbiting space laboratory. And the special microphones and speakers required have been one of the more interesting E-V projects of late.

Several limitations proved challenging. One is the need to perform despite wide variation in atmospheric pressure. In addition, flammable and out-gassing materials were prohibited, and tightness and extreme reliability were obvious design goals. In addition the transducers had to be unaffected by extended exposure to vacuum.

Both design and production testing was rigorous and extensive, with X-ray techniques employed for all castings, and E-V's altitude chamber used to duplicate the near-vacuum conditions specified.

While the microphone design finally selected bears many similarities to military models supplied regularly by Electro-Voice, the speaker required extensive development. Traditional cone materials were all ruled out by the rigors of the ambient conditions. The solution was found in a new plastic not presently used for this purpose.

To make the "4" speaker cone, dust dome, and supporting spider required development of new molding techniques involving unusual temperature and pressure to convert the sheet plastic into the desired parts. The result is a cone assembly that is unusually strong, chemically inert, and unaffected by the atmospheric environment or by abrupt pressure variations from 15 p.s.i. down to a virtual vacuum.

A total of 9 sets of microphones and speakers are located in communications stations at each of the work positions and section of the Skylab, providing instant communications to all three astronauts. In addition other similar speakers are used as an electronic Kixton to warn of changes in the life support system. The system was produced for McDonnell Aircraft, the prime contractor, and continues the Electro-Voice participation in the space program that began with the early Mercury and later Gemini flights.

For reprints of other discussions in this series, or technical data on any E-V product, write:
ELECTRO-VOICE, INC., Dept. 471V
638 Cecil St., Buchanan, Michigan 49107
NEW PRODUCTS

The new products featured this month are mostly those on exhibit in Chicago at the NAB convention last month. Also, you'll note that beginning with this issue, we are including two Reader Service Cards and a separate free subscription card.

Election Coverage
Character Generator
Television stations can broadcast tabular election returns and can quickly identify candidates and politicians being interviewed by adding a Datavision Character Generator.

From the New Hampshire Primary in March on through the General Election in November, broadcasters will be faced with the problem of providing their viewers with instant information as returns pour in on election night.

The Datavision Model D-2400 Character Generator has a unique dual-channel output that allows preview of a second election slate display while the first is being transmitted. The device also has a self-contained memory in which up to four pages of display material can be stored. The keyboard entry allows the device to respond to real-time changes very quickly. The fact that the unit is self-contained and truly portable makes possible its use in broadcast vans for remote coverage as well as in the studio.

The Model D-2400 also contains several editing features which are very useful in election coverage. Election slate up-dating can be performed very quickly via keyboard data insertion as returns come in. The names of apparent winners can be caused to blink, if this is desired. The four-page memory capacity can be used to store four different horizontal crawl messages for superimposition on network shows in progress.

The election slates can be set up in advance and stored on regular studio audio cartridges. From one to four pages of data can be stored on a 30-second cartridge for display through the D-2400's four-page memory recall. Continuous election coverage can be maintained, because it takes slightly over four seconds to transfer data stored on an audio cartridge onto one of the four internal memories of the D-2400. As the announcer discusses one page of returns, the next is being read in.

In addition, control code editing allows display commands to be placed between pages of data to automate the sequencing of election slate displays.

With the addition of a modem as interface, the D-2400 can be used in conjunction with time-sharing access to election data stored in a computer to generate election slates, or to display projections of results.

Circle Number 60 on Reader Reply Card

Transistor VHF
Field Strength Meter
Rohde & Schwarz have developed the new compact, fully transistorized VHF Field-strength Meter HFV for propagation, radio monitoring and interference measurements. This battery- or AC-operated instrument together with a plug-in halfwave dipole permits measurements of wanted- and interfering-signal field strength of...
AM and FM transmitters over a continuously tunable frequency range of 25 to 300MHz (without band switching).

The HFV is also suitable as a selective voltmeter (input impedance 50 Ohm) and for RF-Current measurements in conjunction with the R&S Current Transformer.

Special features are: Direct voltage calibration in dB (uV) measurement range 130dB, linear (20dB) and logarithmic (60dB) indication, average and peak value modes, measuring accuracy ± 2dB (voltage) and ±4dB (field strength) built-in pulse generator for gain calibration, tunable input circuit which improves the IF rejection to value better than 75dB and the suppression of spurious frequencies to better than 80dB, also reduces oscillator reradiation.

At the IF bandwidth and with peak-value rectification, the rms value of TV-picture carriers can be determined at the sync-peak level, independent of the picture content. Pulse modulated transmitters and interfering signals can also be measured. A second version of the instrument with built-in pulse-weighting unit enables evaluation according to VDE 0876 and CISPR, i.e., measurements of noise voltage, interference field strength and - with absorbing clamp MDS 20 - interfering-signal power.

Color Closed Circuit Recorder-Player

A new ½-inch reel-type color closed circuit videotape recorder/player with simple assemble edit capability and improved picture stability has been placed on the market by Ampex Corporation.

The Model VR-420 videotape recorder uses two motors, which

(Continued on page 48)
result in improved picture stability for closed circuit television use in education, business, industry, government and medicine. The use of two motors eliminates the scanner belt which is a common source of trouble in low cost videotape recorders.

The new recorder also permits simple assembly editing for limited production work and stereo audio recording and playback.

Typically, the VR-420 video recorder will be used in schools, colleges and universities by teachers and students, for "instant replay" applications such as role playing and training in business and industry, and as a distribution device for playing back educational or instructional tapes in many locations by a variety of closed circuit television users.

Steinberg said that the VR-420 recorder is not a substitute for the company's Instavideo cartridge system, which also uses 1/2-inch wide tape.

The VR-420 recorder is compatible with the EIAJ Type I monochrome standard and the recommended EIAJ color standard adopted by most manufacturers of 1/2-inch videotape recorders. Tapes recorded on VR-420 recorders can be played back on all recorders meeting EIAJ standards and tapes recorded on EIAJ standard machines can be played back on VR-420 recorders.

System Audio Console

Ward-Beck Systems consoles, distributed by Central Dynamics in the U.S., incorporate the latest technology in the audio "world".

A wide range of standard modules, using the latest IC operational amplifier technology, permits economical customization and easy servicing.

The entire console system is balanced, including the mixing attenuator, switching, jacks, talkback, reverb circuits, etc. This approach offers predictably superior performance with respect to switching transients, crosstalk and immunity to audio degradation due to R. F. interference.

Actively balanced summing modules are incorporated to process multiple switching configurations with 100dB isolation between circuits.

Conductive plastic attenuators.
tronix announced their 149 Generator—a single unit that is a source of all three necessary signals, including color bars. The 149 is quite similar to the 147 generator which requires an external source of color bars. (See the remote control VIT signal article in Dec., 1971 BE.)

The 149 also includes all signals commonly used in transmission testing and can be easily reprogrammed by simple internal strap changes. VIRS and STOC II are included at no extra charge. The 149 will be available in May.

Circle Number 67 on Reader Reply Card

Send your Engineer’s Exchange Ideas To: BE, 1014 Wyandotte Kansas City, Mo. 64105

THE TOTALLY SELF-CONTAINED TSG-41—produces a staircase signal and a sin pulse, Bar and 3MHz Burst signal which are used to evaluate the performance of video tape recorders, video amplifiers, video systems and RF video distribution systems. Call us we’ll answer all your questions!

RICHMOND HILL LABORATORIES INCORPORATED
142 Central Ave., Clark, New Jersey 07066
(201) 381-5995 Telex 01-38245

Circle Number 35 on Reader Reply Card

the “8 channel” mcmartin consoles

MONaurAL
B-801 $2,350.
B-802 $3,200.
B-803 $2,650.

STEREO
DUAL CHANNEL

The 8-mixer McMartin consoles feature outstanding flexibility, ease of operation and clean-cut styling. All modules are plug-in. Up to 27 inputs may be accommodated. Highest quality components, including maintainable step-type attenuators, are used. Typical program circuit program specifications are: ± 0.5 dB frequency response; distortion of 0.5%, 20 to 20,000 Hz, and signal-to-noise ratio of 74 dB for all models. Full cue, intercom and monitor facilities are standard.

For complete Information please contact: Director of Sales (402) 342-2763

mcmartin industries, inc. 605 north thirteenth street omaha, nebraska 68102
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April, 1972
99. JAMES G. BIDDLE CO.—Digs truly are reserved for Archaeologists, because cable faults must be found fast. Today’s skyrocketing costs put a premium on good, reliable equipment that helps you locate faulted cable fast and accurately, and this new Bulletin 65 describes the most complete line. You’ll find Terminal and Impulse tracer equipment covered, also detectors including their new Acoustic type. Bridges are included, also small handheld equipment, even truck-mounted equipment.

100. CANON—A new brochure on the Canon Sound Scoopic 200 is now available. The Canon Sound Scoopic 200 is a newly developed 16mm motion picture sound camera capable of simultaneously shooting and recording 20 rolls of 200-foot-film at a time. The brochure includes photographs, illustrations, features and specifications.

101. CERRO WIRE & CABLE CO.—A new four-page brochure describing Cerro CATV seamless aluminum sheathed cables is now available. The brochure gives types of cables available, description, properties and attenuation.

102. CHRONO-LOG CORP.—A new six-page application note entitled “Time Correlation for Instrumentation” describes serial time codes used for data correlation. A description is given of all the presently used serial time codes and their various code formats. Explanation of how time code generators, time code readers and tape search systems operate are also included.

103. ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING CO. OF CALIF.—Seventy eight different types of panels, including socket boards, connector boards and special boards are shown in a new 28-page EEC Dual-In-Line Socket Board and Packaging Hardware Catalog. The catalog also includes 49 standard drawers and frame assemblies including fixed, swing-out, double level and front panel models. While emphasis is on standard parts, the possibility of special packages developed around the modular socket boards is also illustrated. Compatible power supplies, crystals, oscillators, 11 input/output connectors and three breadboard kits are included.

104. DU PONT COMPANY—Physical, thermal and chemical property data on “Teflon” FE fluorocarbon film is contained in two new information bulletins. FE film is used in chemical, electric and electronics industries, as well as in molding and materials handling processes. Properties include anti-stick, low friction, chemical inertness, non-flammability, not wetting and retention of physical and electrical characteristics over wide range of temperature. Generally processed like a thermoplastic, it is bondable and can be heat sealed, welded, thermoformed and metallized.
105. GENERAL ELECTRIC—A multiple application color camera which can be set up and operated by non-technical personnel is the object of a six-page brochure (EZ-4992A) from the Visual Products Operation of the General Electric Co. The TE-201A, a live color camera designed for use in specialized broadcast, closed circuit and community antenna operations. The compact, lightweight camera with long term operational stability, operating simplicity, and complete broadcast performance fills the bill for professional quality pictures.

106. G-V CONTROLS DIVISION—Sola Basic Industries. A new product bulletin describing a solid-state call re-director designed to automatically transfer a given call at a given number to an easily re-programmed number is now available. The data sheet provides specifications, line drawings, a holograph and application and ordering information for the call re-director module. Typical applications of the unit include automatically re-routing repair calls to centrally located facility, transferring calls from unattended offices to private homes, dialing around a PBX with restricted assignments and correcting directory listing errors.

107. INTERNATIONAL ELECTRONIC RESEARCH CORP.—The new 1972 IERC General Catalog of heat sinks and dissipators or electronic components and circuits is now available. Always considered the most extensive array of such devices in any publication and noted for its comprehensive engineering data, the new edition includes many new dissipators including versions of the company's exclusive staggered finger design for DIP packages, GEL-246 packages, 1.0"-square sealed metal packages, plus models specially configured for potting IC substrates directly to the dissipator.

110. NORTRONICS CO., INC.—A revised brochure describing their Model 5800 head for replacement use in more than 90% of all auto and home 8-track stereo cartridge players is now available. The new publication contains a comprehensive listing of players offered by more than 70 different manufacturers in terms of model number or head part number. It also includes a brief description of Nortronics' new QM-SERIES Quality Maintenance Accessories for 8-track machines such as Cartridge Head Cleaner, Cartridge Life Extender, Head/Capstan Cleaner and Head Cleaner/Demagnetizer. The Model 5800 replacement head features parallel deep gaps for maximum wear life, laminated core for improved high-frequency performance, deposited quartz gap spacers for better gap definition, polished hyperbolic head face, hi-mu shield case for optimum rejection of external noise and complete interchangeability with existing mounts.

III. PHelps DODGE COMM. CO.—Coaxial cable installation procedures and accessories included

Tech Data Begins
On Page 50

ask about our new
am fm tv monitors

Call or Write ARNO MEYER
BELAR ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.
Delaware & Montrose Avenues, Upper Darby, Pa. 19084 Box 83
(215) 789-0550
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WE WERE A HIT AT THE NAB!
THE MODEL 1500 AUTOMATIC SPICE FINDER STOLE THE SHOW AS WELL AS THE BEST IN BROADCAST CARTRIDGES AND ACCESSORIES

MARATHON BROADCAST EQUIPMENT SALES CORP.
57 North Putnam St.
Danvers, Mass.
617 744-6066
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ing pressurization equipment, are covered in a new brochure. The new eight-page folder covers, in detail, the installation of Phelps Dodge coaxial cable including preparation and installation under a variety of conditions. A diagram on a typical tower installation is included as a guide. Two pages are devoted to a variety of accessories and hardware. Two pages cover transmission line pressurization techniques along with descriptions of different models of air dryers offered.

112. RAYTHEON CO.—A new 104-page handbook and catalog of Sorensen power supplies and controlled power products is now available. Included in the handbook is a glossary of terms used to describe power supplies and their operation, a section on the theory of operation of regulated power supplies, and an analysis of operating characteristics and specifying criteria. The catalog portion of the new publication lists electrical and mechanical specifications for Sorensen’s extensive line of DC power supplies, high voltage DC power supplies, AC line voltage regulators special purpose power supplies and custom design capabilities.

113. RCA ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS—A new enlarged and revised catalog covering RCA’s current line of photomultipliers, gas and vacuum photodiodes, electron multipliers, and the newly integrated photodetection assemblies (IPA) is now available. This new 86-page catalog, PIT-700B, describes some of the development in photodetector design and manufacture that has resulted in the performance improvements of these RCA products.

114. REVOX CORP.—A new eight-page brochure on microphones is now available. The brochure gives photos, description and prices on each microphone. Two pages are devoted to the microphone stands.

(Continued from page 51)
NAB Picks Goals Group

Eight radio and television executives active in affairs of the National Association of Broadcasters were named as members of an Ad Hoc Committee to study the association’s future goals and direction. They were selected by NAB President Vincent Assilewski and NAB Board Chairman Richard W. Chapin in accordance with a resolution adopted by the 44-member Board of Directors at its recent winter meeting in Marco Island, Fla.

Richard D. Dudley, president of Forward Communications, Wausau, Wis., a member of the NAB Board, was designated chairman of the special study committee.

Five of the other committee members are NAB board members—Radio Board Chairman Andrew M. Hickerson, assistant general manager of the Evening Star Broadcasting Co., Washington; William D. Haw, president of KSFO, San Francisco, Calif., and Philip Spencer, president and general manager of CSS, Amsterdam, N.Y., of the Radio Board; and Earl W. Hickerson, vice president and general manager of WCEE-TV, Rockford, Ill., and Peter Storer, executive vice president of the Storer Broadcasting Co., Miami Beach, Fla., of the Television Board.

Tired of Hand-Me-Down Copies of Broadcast Engineering?

As a member of the communications industry you probably qualify to receive a personal copy free! Just fill in the Reader Service Card in the back section of this issue. We’ll do the rest.

D. J.’s… Combo-Men… Station Managers… Technical Assistants… Want to move up faster in Broadcasting?

Get yourself a First Class FCC License the CIE way!

No matter what your goals are in broadcasting—no matter which side of the microphone you want to work on—you’ll earn more money, and get to do “your own thing” a lot faster, if you’ve got a First Class FCC License.

If you’re a D.J. or Combo-Man looking for a better job and a chance to make a name for yourself—you’ll find it easier to get that job you want at the station of your choice if you can say that you also have a First Class Ticket. Ask around and see.

If you’re a station manager—having a First Class Ticket means you’re better equipped both to supervise and to substitute for technical personnel—and to choose and evaluate new equipment. So you’re worth more to any station owner.

If you’re an announcer, technical assistant—or just an ambitious beginner waiting for a lucky break—you’ll find that the “lucky breaks” come sooner if you have something more to offer your employer besides your interest and ambition. And that “something more” that separates the men from the boys in this business—is a First Class FCC License.

You’ve probably heard that it’s very difficult to pass the FCC License exam. For un-trained men, it is hard. In fact, an average of two out of every three men who take the FCC exam fail.

There is one way, however, of being pretty certain that you will breeze through the FCC exam with flying colors. That’s to take one of the FCC home study courses offered by the Cleveland Institute of Electronics. CIE courses explain things so clearly that better than 9 out of every 10 CIE graduates who take the FCC exam pass it. That’s why CIE can afford to offer this ironclad, money-back Warranty: “A Cleveland Institute of Electronics FCC License course will quickly prepare you for a Government FCC License. If you don’t pass the FCC exam after completing your course, CIE will refund all your tuition. You get an FCC License… or your money back!”

With that kind of Warranty you have nothing to lose on CIE training. And everything to gain.

So send today for our FREE booklet, “How To Get A Commercial FCC License,” CIE, 1776 E. 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send me your FREE booklet, “How To Get A Commercial FCC License.”

Print Name ________________________________
Address ________________________________
City ______________________ State _____ Zip.

[ ] Veterans & Servicemen: Check here for G.I. Bill Information

CIE is an Accredited Member National Home Study Council

Circle Number 42 on Reader Reply Card
(Continued from page 52)

115. RHG ELECTRONICS LABORATORY, INC.—A new two-page bulletin describing their frequency agile, C-band links used in reconnaissance, surveillance, and high speed data transmission systems is now available. The bulletin contains photos, tables of received signal strength and video signal-to-noise ratio, and a comprehensive block diagram. System specifications and mechanical and environmental details are also given.

116. RUSTRAK INST. DIV.—A data sheet on a new low-cost recorder that measures both AC voltage and current is now available. The new model 230 recorder is furnished with a clamp-on transducer and leather carrying case with handle. The single instrument records three voltage ranges (0-15 V, 0-300 V, and 0-600 V – 60 Hz) and three current ranges (0-25 Amps, 0-100 Amps, and 0-300 Amps – 60 Hz). Accuracy is within 3 percent for voltage and 4 percent for current, full scale. Featuring clean, inkless writing, the strip chart paper has straight-line grids (rectilinear) for easy reading. The clamp-on transducer has built-in dial to permit easy changing of the range or function being monitored. The jaws accept conductors up to 1-in. diameter. Clamping leads for voltage tests are also furnished.

117. SHELLY ASSOCIATES—new full color, four-page brochure featuring a detailed description and ordering information for a complete line of micro-miniature indicators is now available. The brochure provides complete electrical and mechanical data on the incandescent BRITE-EYE, transistorize TRANS-EYE and neon GLO-EYE indicators that are available in standard or heat resistant housings of black or white. In addition the 70 optional lens caps are described by style and color.

118. SHURE BROTHERS, INC.—A new comprehensive catalog describing the company’s full line of microphone and circuitry products for broadcasting, recording, motion pictures, and professional sound reinforcement is now available. Included in the catalog are illustrations and technical specifications, extensive discussions of microphone types and microphone selection, and a variety of applications in which Shure Professional Products have been used.

119. SINGER COMPANY—The company’s 33 products are described briefly in this 16-page brochure. They include EM1/feintensity meters, RF current probes, antennas, microwave components, FM/AM/SSB communications test instrumentation, frequency meters, signal generator, synchro/resolver test instrumentation, angle-to-digital converters, phase-angle voltmeters, ratio transformers and electrostatic voltmeters.

123. TUCKER ELECTRONICS CO.—A new 81-page catalog gives information and photographs about Tucker, its new facilities, and modern calibration laboratory and services. Tucker sells new and reconditioned electronic test equipment.
BROADCAST TAPE CARTRIDGES. New empties; load yourself and save. Sold in lots of 25 only 25/41.20 each; 50 or 75@1.10 each 100/1.00 each. Enclose payment with order, shipping collect. Redding Radio, Box 344, Fairfield, Connecticut 06430.

$25 BUYS A NEW CARTRIDGE PLAYBACK UNIT! We have a number of Satellite II units originally designed for the playback of 4-track stereo cartridges (standard broadcast fidelipac type). Housed in a walnut cabinet with stereo preamps, this unit can be modified to serve many purposes around the station. New in factory cartons; no warranty. $25 each while supply lasts. Sparta Electronic Corporation, 5651 Florin-Percy's Road, Sacramento, California 95828.

MOTORS FOR SPOTMASTERS

NEW Paps hysteretic synchronous motor HSZ 20-50-4-470D as used in series 400 and 500 machines. Price $59.00 each prepaid. While they last, 90-day warranty. Terms check with order only, no COD's. Not recommended for Tapecaster series 600 or 700.

TAPECASTER TCM, INC. Box 662, Rockville, Maryland 20851.

TAPE SPECIAL

SCOTCH 150 SCOTCHCASTER 600 SERIES

REEVES SOUNDRAFT

1 mil mylar 3600' on 101/2 Fiberglass reel. No boxes. Bulk packed 30 reels to a carton, slightly used in Government application, but in excellent condition. Original 1/4" width, not re-spilt. $2.50 per reel. Quantity price breaks on request. Will work to 3", 5" or 7" reels. Accurate Sound Corp., Box 2159, Garland, Texas 75041.

AMPEX PARTS AND HEAD REPLACEMENTS

Complete inventory of replacement parts for Ampex 300 and AG 440 equipment. New and used Recording Equipment. Write for catalog. Accurate Sound Corp., Box 2159, Garland, Texas 75041.

EQUIPMENT FOR SALE CONT.

CARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT—Completely rebuilt and reconditioned. Tapecaster and Spotmaster Record/Playback $375.00. Playbacks $250. 30-day money-back guarantee. AUTODYNE, P. O. Box 1004, Rockville, Maryland 20850 (301) 762-7626.


FOR SALE, 7 HIGH VOLTAGE RECTIFIER TUBES TYPE 6-7-B MOST WITH LESS THAN 5,000 HOURS. CONTACT R B NIEKAMP CHIEF ENGINEER RADIO STATION KXEN, P. O. BOX 26, ST. LOUIS, MO. 63166 OR CALL 314-336-6550.

FOR SALE: New Spotmaster Record/Playback (Mono) Cartridge machine and 26 cartridges—less than 3 hrs. Will trade for Ampex 1/2" full track or 2 track production tape deck. Call Peter Barton, c/o Peter Barton Productions, Inc. 804/224-3685. P.O. Box 1253, Tallahassee 32301.

RCA-745 Video Production Switcher, 14 inputs/6 buses; Solid State RCA TC-60B Special Effects; Grass Valley Chroma Keyer; Diamond Hand Command CCTV System—never used: Includes 2 Viewfinder Videcon Cameras w/3.3 Zoom Lens, Tripod, Svc Generator, Audio Mixer, Special Effects. 1/2" Helical Scan VTR, 19" Monitor 35 ft. Control Cable. Write to: Video Equipment, 2425 Wood Valley Drive, Morrow, Georgia 30060. All of the above listed is used equipment.

ONE STOP for all your professional audio requirements. Bottom line oriented. F. T. C. Brewer Company, P. O. Box 8057, Pensacola, Florida 32505.

In East Europe

Their censored press keeps protesting
But 31 million people keep listening to

RADIO FREE EUROPE

THE IN SOUND FROM OUTSIDE

For information about East Europe and RFE, write: RADIO FREE EUROPE, Box 1972, Mt. Vernon, New York 10550.
WORLD LEADERSHIP IN COAXIAL CABLES AND WAVEGUIDES

Introducing its HELIAX® product line in 1954, ANDREW has become the largest independent producer of semi-flexible coaxial cables, guides and associated fittings used in radio frequency applications.

Many years of innovation in product design and manufacturing have produced for ANDREW a position of world leadership, and for the assurance of superlative value at cost.

Plants in the United States, Canada, Great Britain and Australia, ANDREW is well situated to provide prompt delivery service and competent assistance with problems, anywhere in the world.
a better switching system
is Vital
for better pictures

Vital's specialized experience in the field of video, audio switching and automation can benefit your operation.

Discover the advantages Vital has to offer you in...

- Production Switchers
- Master Control and Automation Systems
- Audio, Video Routing Switchers
- One Line Machine Controls
- One Line Pulse Distribution Systems
- Video and Audio Distribution Amplifiers
- Video Processing Equipment

10 years of specialization. Designed, manufactured and delivered some of the world's largest integrated telecommunication systems.

3620 Ridgewood Rd., N.W.
Atlanta, Ga. 30327
404 - 233-9459

7960 W. Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles, Calif. 90048
213 - 653-9438

2644 N. Seventh Street
Terre Haute, Ind. 47804
812 - 466-3212

GOOD ENGINEERING IS VITAL

VITAL INDUSTRIES, INC

www.americanradiohistory.com